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PREFACE

The 1974 Summer School in Physics followed the format of the last

two Schools, dealing in depth with a particular area of physics;. The topic

chosen for the School was "Physics and the energy industry"; a topic which

has many points of contact with the Leaving and Matriculation physics courses

and one which allows the teacher to demonstrate the important role physics

has played, and will play, in the development of society.

HIIL. volume contains notes prepared by the lecturers at the School;

the notes follow fairly closely the actual presentation of naterial. The

table of contents indicates the order in which the lectures were given; for

convenience of presentation here, we have combined the three lectures given

by Dr. Symonds on "Fission Reactors" and also the two lectures given by Dr.

Jones on "Some topics ii> plasma physics". These latter lectures are not

intended to provide a comprehensive introduction to plasma physics; they

are intended only to provide the essential background material for the

lectures on M.H.D. power generation and the fusion reactor.

It is important to note that the material presented does not

attempt to cover the whole range of the energy industry - for example,

fuel cells are excluded from detailed consideration. These omissions are

not intended to imply a judgment of the relative importance of the various

energy conversion processes and fuels but, rather, reflect the bias of the

School towards the contribution Physics makes to the energy industry.

It is a pleasure to thank all the lecturers of the School and

particularly the two contributors from interstate: Professor D.W. George,

University of Sydney, and Dr. J.L. Symonds, Australian Atomic Energy

Commission.

The School was supported by the South Australian Department of

Education and the Australian Institute of Physics (S.A. Branch).

M.H. Brennan

School of Physical Sciences
The Flinders University of
South Australia
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THE ENERGY CRISIS

1. Patterns in energy consumption M.H. Brennan

Man as a biological system needs about 2,000 k cal/day to sustain

life. Modern man, in tlio h i gh—terhnolugy society of the United States,

consumes roughly one hundred tittups this amount. This enornous appetite

for onergv has le.il us to wli.it is commonlv referred to as "the energy

crisis". I would like lo ex.isaiiw the nature of the crisis an.1 '-" discuss,

in rather general ti'ros, the wavs in which wu can Lackle the problems

arising from it.

The growth in man's appetite for energy over the ages is shown in

Figure I. We see the growth from primitive man, through agricultural man —

the introduction of faming, water and wind power, animal transport,

through industrial man of the. late 19th century -- the advent of the

steam engine, to modern technological man and the whole gamut of his

energy usage from the electric toothbrush to the jet aircraft. At the

top of the Figure are indicated the major areas of activity and their

demands on our sources of energy. We see that there are three- major

areas that can be distinguished — domestic and commercial, industry and

agriculture, and transportation.

The division, which is made for the United States of America,

corresponds very closely with the figures for Australia released in 1972

by the Department of National Development.

One notes the large energy consumption in transportation, which

accounts for approximately 27% of the total and the similarly large amount

of energy consumed in slectricity production. These figures are very close

to those for Australia.

This range of energy consumption through the ages can be seen,

compressed into a moment of time, when we look at the present-day consumption

of energy and its relation to the gross national product (Figure 2).



This correlation has resulted in a small number of people consuming a

very large amount of our resources. The United States alone accounts for

approximately 35' of the world's annual consumption of energy. Note that

Figure 2 refers :o "commercial" energy consumption which, for developed

countries like the United States (.ind Australia), represents approximately

half the total energy con-.ur-.pt ion.

It is also import :>.! to note ih.it Figure 2 shows the present situation;

it offers no guide to what r.ir.ht hf considered to he the ideal, or the future,

correlation between iT.ori". •. onsun;' t i on and gross national product. Indeed, there

are many people who believe that t 'ie developed countries will be forced to reduce

t'ueir per capita energy c. nsuni't ion; the reduction forced by the present oil

shortage is a foretaste o: things to come. Any significant reduction in per

capita energy consumption will certainly affect our life-style.

The world's total consumption of energy, in the past and projected through

to the year 2000, is shown in Table 1. The unit used here is the Q (101B Btu =

10"* Joule). It is of interest to note that the projected world consumption at

the rate of 1 0 for the year 2000 corn nds to an average per capita rate: of

approximately ...no- , i rd the current U.S. figure — not an unreasonable target

for the less developed countries. The growth from 0.3 Q in 19/0 to 1 Q in 2000

corresponds to an annual growth rate of about 6%. We also note that the growth

for the U.S. during this period is expected to be significantly less than this

figure.

TABLE 1

Annual

Year

1800

1900

19 70

2000

cor.sumpt

World

0.006

0.03

0.3

1

ion^ of

U.S.

0.001

0.01

0.1

0.2

energy in Q*

Aust ra 1 i a

0.002

0.006

* 1 Q = 1018Btu ~ 1OZ1 Joule = 3 x 101" kWh

•j- The figures are drawn from a number of sources , but pr imar i ly
from C. Starr (Sc ien t i f i c American, September 1971)
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September 1971).
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2. Energy resourceB

Where does all this energy come from? The major sources are listed in

Table llt under the heading "operating reserves" — defined by Starr as the

known reserves of fuel, available with present technology at no more than

twice current costs.* The fuels are, of course, primarily fossil fuels, with

uranium occupying a small, but significant place.

A.

TABLE 11

Energy resources (in 0)

Operating reserves

Potent ia l reserves

Resource

Coal

Oil

Natural gas

Total fossil

Hydroelectric (p.a.)

Geothermal (natural)

Fission (thermal)

World1

30

6

6

42

0.1

0.002

2

U.S. '

6

1

1

8

0.01

0.0003

0.2

Australia**

0.5

0.01

0.04

0.6

0.0001

-

0.06

t
n
**

Fission (fast breeder)

Solar (per annum)

Geothermal (hot rock)

Fusion (D-T)

(D-D)

200

1,000

-1,000

106

1O10

Taken mainly from C. Starr (Scientific

Estimate based on U.S. data

Data compiled by D.W. George
Technical Note ER-2 (1973).

20

50

-40

10 5

American, September,

for abundance of lithium.

Sydney

6

50

Small

105

1971)

University Rolling Research 1

It is very important to note that this definition of operating reserves
results in a significant underestimate of the reserves available at
higher costs. This point i s taken up by Dr. Symonds in his lectures
on fission reactors (Table 4.1).



What is the global situation, then? We see that the reserves total about

iO Q. Our estimated total consumption over the period 1970-2000 is approximately

20 Q; the world will have used about half its operating reserves by the year

2000. Even if wo assume ,i stable consumption of 1 q/annum after 2000, the present

operating reserves would '-•.• t.Mallv consumed by 2020. Perhaps our estimates of

fuel reserves are too sm.i.i* — s.nv bv a factor o{ two or three; we ran certainly

ray no re for eru-rgv than vv •:,. .i; the present tine. Hut perhaps Che growth in

world T-opul at ion. together ui:h a:-, increased per capita car surapt ion , will raise

the annual •.•ons'ir.i't : n ab. •••.••• ) '.<. With these conflicting factors in mind, it

would appear that we will :.i^v a serious glob/'.1 si ..rtage of fuel (certainly,

cheap fuel) earlv in the next centurv.

Clearly, wt must take action now to meet this potentially catastrophic

situation; a: least one of the energy resources listed as "potential reserves"

in Table 11 must be brought to technological and economic feasibility by the

turn of the cent .rv.

It is important to note that Australia is in a significantly more

favourable position than most other countries; on the basis of the figures

given here we will have consumed only 20/,' of our operating reserves of fuel

by the year 2000. However, there are significant weak spots in the Australian

picture and we shall mention these later.

3. The energy industry

What are the alternative fuels available to us? How can we best use our

existing fuels? What needs to be done to meet our increasing energy requirements?

These questions must be tackled in an integrated, rather than piecemeal,

fashion; we now need to recognize the "energy industry" as an integrated whole,

thus enabling us to assess the relative merits of competing fuels and energy

conversion systems more readily than in the past.

As an example of the uncertainty in estimating reserves, we note the recent
news of a major coal field in the north-west of South Australia; the
possible 600 million tons represents about 2-3% of Australia's known
coal reserves.
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Physics has a most important role to play in this industry, particularly

in the generation of electricity. Later lectures will explore this role in

detail; we shall see that there are numerous opportunities in the secondary

school physics course where the teacher can highlight the contribution of

physics to this aspect of society.

For the moment, let us briefly consider what contribution each of the

major energy resources - fostiil, fission, fusion, solar - can make to the

energy industry.

It. Fossil fuels

'1;'.'. Oil represents only ~15% of the total fossil fuel energy reserves.

It is very heavily used in transportation and industry. Irrespective of

the recent difficulties resulting from the politically-motivated actions

of the Arab oil countries, major problems of supply would have occurred

well before the year 2000; indeed our present minor discomfort may be a

small price to pay if it has awakened the public to the need for national

action to meet the energy crisis.

The Australian oil position is somewhat unclear; tho extent of our

reserves is fairly uncertain. However, we do not appear to have the heavy

oil deposits characteristic of the Middle East oil fields. Like the United

States, we will switch over to a heavy reliance on overseas suppliers for our

oil, probably within the next ten to twenty years.

It is of interest to note, in this connection, the heavy dependence of

Western Australia on oil, as shown in Figure 3. Estimates prepared by the

Fuels Branch of the Department of Minerals & Energy indicate that this heavy

dependence will continue until around 1980 when natural gas will begin to

take over as that state's major source of energy. Any pressures on the

supply of oil in this interim period would presumably have greater impact

in that state than in New South Wales, for example.
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FIGURE 3 Consumption of primary energy In Austral ia
for the year 1970-7', expressed In terms of black
coal equivalent (Joint Coal Board Annual Report
197O-7D.

Here is an area where a national policy on utilization, distribution and

price structure is required. It is heartening to see the present government

moving rapidly into this area; we should expect the activity (including control)

of the Federal Government in the whole area of energy and fuel utilization to

increase significantly over the next decade.

The utilization of oil, particularly in transport, highlights a second

aspect of fossil fuels - the pollution they produce. The photochemical smog

of our cities — not just Los Angeles, but Sydney and Melbourne, and even

Adelaide — is a commonplace feature of our cities which none of us should

have allowed to occur.
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'i iese two factors - dwindling supplies and pollution - surely spell

doom for the petrol-'lrlven engine. Indeed, a presidential committee in the

United States has recently pointed to the abolition of privet-? car transport

in cities and shoit-haul inter-city plane Flights as two steps that ^uld

be taken to meet that country's oil supply problems.

Clearly, alternative fuels for transport have a very high priority.

It is my personal view that electric cars and electrified mass transportation

are likely to provide the best long-term solution. If this proves to be

correct, electricity will assume a significantly greater role in the energy

industry than it has at the present time.

Natural gas. Natural gas, like oil, represents ~15% of our total fossil

fuel reserves. The major feature of this resource is its very great

importance to industry as a fuel and as a source of raw materials for

the chemical industry. Again, the reserves are not so great that we can

squander them. It is important, for example, that we do not waste this

valuable resource in generating electricity at central power stations unless

there are very good grounds (not merely short term economic ones) for so

doing. In particular, the use of total energy systems for large industrial

and other complexes - such as hospitals - should be encouraged. The

alternative approach - supplying electricity generated inefficiently from

gas, at unrealistically low prices so as to compete with gas-fired total

energy systems - should be discouraged as foolhardy and even irresponsible.

To make the point explicitly, Figure 4 indicates the quantity of gas

required to heat water directly and indirectly, through the generation of

electricity - 117.5 cubic feet against 227.5 cubic feet. We just don't

have that much gas to be so unnecessarily inefficient.

If we must generate electricity centrally using natural gas, then let

us support research and development into more efficient conversion schemes,

such as the MHD generator (which will be discussed by Professor George in

his lecture) and the high temperature fuel cell.
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FIGURE A Comparison of efficiency of direct and indirect
water heating using natural gas as primary fuel
(from E. Cook, Scientific American, September, 1971)

real. The world's reserves of coal over-'Shadow those of oil and gas by a

factor of five or so. Here, the crisis of diminishing reserves on a global

basis is not so acute. There are, however, local problems (e.g. Europe and

Japan) and these will almost certainly lead to political and economic pressures

that will involve coal-rich countries, such as Australia. In addition, the

generation of electricity in coal-fired power stations is a dirty and, from

a public health point of view, hazardous business.
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Coal Is also an important source of raw material for industry and

should be conserved for these more specific uses.

Finally, the present oi] shortage and the environmental (and ether)

advantages ol- gas over coal JS a iuel have led lu an increased interest in

coal as a source ol" gas and oil. !t is quite po.ssihJe that, within the next

one or two decades, we will see the- development of coal gasification and oil

production as n.ajor uses for our cual reserves. It is chararteristic of the

rapidly changing fuel situation that, .1.-; recently as Kav 1973, the National

Coal Research Advisory Committee advised the Minister for Minerals and

Energy that

..... tiio Committee is njt, at this point n>' cine, disposed to recommend

that any priority be given to coal gasification research ....".

Subsequently, the Minister has announced the government's intention to

join with .iapan in such research.

These various factors suggest that the role of coal as a major energy

resource for electricity production will diminish over the next twenty to

thirty vears; it will be replaced by nuclear energy (fission and fusion)

and perhaps by solar energy.

5. Future fuels

With the exception of geothermal energy from hot rock, which does not

appear to be of much interest in the Australian energy scene, we will discuss

in subsequent lectures the present status of the fuels that present themselves

as alternatives to the fossil fuels, particularly for electricity production.

Briefly, fission energy as available in the thermal reactor can make

an important, but relatively short-term contribution, to our energy

requirements; Table 11 indicates that when used in this way our uranium

reserves represent roughly the same energy content as oil or gas. This

contribution will be important in most developed countries where problems

of diminishing fossil fuel reserves and environmental considerations make

the fission reactor most attractive.



In the breeder reactor the naturally occurring uranium (or thorium) is

used to breed the fissile isotopes of plutoniutn (or uranium) yielding

approximately one hundred times more energy than the thermal reactor. Thus,

the world reserves* would correspond to ~200 0, some two hundred times the

expected annual consumption at the year 2000.

Scientific feasibility of this scheme has been proven and there now

remain the very signi f i C-TH fvh.no1 ~gicnl problems. Small prototype reactors

of a few hundred >fW(e) are in operation or nearing completion in several

countries. If all i;>es well these reactors could be available in one or two

decades.

Dr. Svnonds will review the current status and prospects of the fission

reactor power station in his series of three lectures.

The other major source of nuclear energy - the energy released in the

fusion of the light elements, particularly deuterium and tritium - is not yet

proven as a viable alternative to the fission process. However, its many

advantages over fission - vast fuel reserves, low fuel cost, and markedly reduced

environmental impact - have prompted most developed countries to mount large

fusion research programmes. We will review this source of energy in a later

lecture.

Solar energy is undoubtedly a most attractive possibility as a major

contributor to our energy requirements. Already, solar energy is being used

for domestic water heating (as well as for food and clothing production!); in

this form alone solar energy can make a valuable contribution to the energy

industry. Clearly, it is difficult to justify the burning of precious fossil

fuels for water heating when there exists such a simple, economic and environ-

mentallv sound alternative.

We note, again, that the reserves are increased significantly if the
price of uranium oxide is allowed to rise (see Table 4.1 of "Fission
reactors").
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Of perhaps greater long-term significance Is the poss ib i l i ty of using

solar energy to generate e l e c t r i c i t y on a large scale. This and other aspects

of solar energy will he covered in the lec tures by Dr. Murrav and Dr. Phi l l ips .

Coneluston

Two or three yi-ars ago newspapers and journals began to refer to the

"Energy Crisis?". T.'dav, the headline is still there, but the question mark

has been replaced bv an exclamation mark. The-re _i_s an energv crisis; it is

a crisis in the sensi: that solutions to our fuel problems are required in

times that .ire perilously close to those that are likely to be associated

with the necessary technological advances.

What is the picture, then, over the next fifty years or so?

On a global scale, we can expect oil to present the most urgent

problems. We shall certainly see a significant price increase in the next

decade or so; we can also expect to see the development of alternatives to

the petrol driven internal combustion engine and the further development

of mass-tr.msportation systems.

in the medium terra we will see a shift from the fossil fuels to the

thermal fission reactor for the generation of electricity. This shift will

result from an appreciation of the advar.fa,. a of the fission reactor on

environmental and economic grouri'Ic, and as a means of conserving precious

raw materials. The replacement of thermal reactors by breeder reactors

will depend on the successful solution of some major technological and

environmental problems.

In the latter half of the period we should see the large scale

utilization of nuclear fusion energy, and perhaps solar energy, for the

generation of electricity and, possibly, for the large-scale manufacture

of hydrogen as a secondary fuel. During this period we should also see the

phasing out of coal-fired power stations.
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In Australia, we can expect a somewhat similar pattern to develop, but

presumably over a aomewh.it more extended time .scale, as a result of our highly

favourable energy resources situation. However, these resources are not so

large, nor are the possibly externallv produced political and economic

pressures so small, that we can afford to waste our resources or tn ignore

the development of alternative fuels.

In particular, we should encourage and, in some cases, force the most

efficient utilization o; our fossil fuel reserves. Areas of immediate concern

include the replacement of petroleum products by other fuels, or energy

sources, in transportation; the utilization of solar energy in domestic water

heating; the -ore efficient and more specific utilization of natural gas; the

assessment of the advantages of fission reactors over fossil fuel power

stations when viewed from the long term environmental and economic standpoint.

Finally, we should participate in a meaningful way in the international

research and development programme aimed at providing a long-term solution to

most of our fuel requirements through the use of nuclear fusion energy and

solar energy. Clearly, we have a responsibility as a developed nation to be

involved in this programme at an appropriate level. Furthermore, it is

unlikely that we will be able to reap the full benefits of this programme if

we do not have a sufficiently large number of scientists and engineers with

expertise in these areas.

** ** **
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Convt'ntional Electricity Generation

l^JJIL^'Jl'iLL1*'. rJ.V.'. George

Almost .ill oloftricitv consumed in Australia today, or for that

matter, in thr worl.i .is a whole, is produced by generators which depend

upon the plii'imraenon of >• 1 IT t rnnafnet i c Induction oripinallv discovered bv

Faraday in lS'U. "ihu.4 elect t i r.i 1 conductors are forced thrcuah rcas'netic

fields t.< ̂ encrato the desired voltages and currents, and to overcome t:ie

reaction for. OK thereby set up, the generators (or alternators as they are

called) are connected to prime movers of one form or another - these are

most iTimn.Mily :Uear. turbines when the source of energy is the burning of

fossil fuels lor the controlled release of nuclear energy) and water turbines

in the case of hydroelectric plant. Recently f,as turbines have been assuming

a more important role as prime movers, particularly through the increasing

availability of natural gas as the fossil fuel. Primary electrochemical

cells or b.ii'eries h.ive, of course, widespread usage for electricity

production at relatively low power levels - secondary cells, however, act

only as stora.;.:1 devices and must be fed from some primary electricity source.

In this talk it is proposed to restrict the discussion to the generation of

electricity on a large scale basis, i.e. in conventional land-based power

stations.

Despite the fact that the underlying principles have been well-known

and understood for so long, contemporary power stations are remarkably

sophisticated examples of engineering and applied science and are of vital

importance to the communities which they serve. One reason for the relative

stability in the cost of electricity to the consumer over the years has been

the steady improvement in fuel conversion efficiency (from less than 5% in

1900 to around 40% today) coupled with the integration of power systems and

growth in size of individual turbo-alternators. The largest single units

in the post-war years were around 50 MW, by 1960 were 250 MW and now are in

excess of 1100 MW - in Australia the largest units at present are the 500 MW

sets at Liddell power station and the next units to be installed in New

South Wales will each be of 660 MW capacity (Vales Point). As an idea of
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scale, the Liddell power station (4 x 500MW) consumes more than 5 x 'C'kg

O million tons) of coal per annum, requires more than 5 x 109 litres! (1000

million gallons^ of cooling water a dav and cost approx. $250 million (remarkably

cheap for present day prices').

The exponential increase in demand for electrical power which has been

met largely by tossi1-tueIe<l power stations such as the above lias placed severe

stresses on the environment in terms of water and air pollution and through

the visual impact of open cut coal mining. Although in Australia the impact

has been much smaller than overseas, during the next three decades something

like 40 new power stations the si::e of Liddell (2000 MW) will need to be

constructed and the environmental problems will increase rapidly. Whilst there

is every reason to seek better and more efficient ways of generating electricity,

there will inevitably be a need to construct more conventional-type stations and

to seek ways of allieviating the environmental impact. This will require a

thorough understanding of the basic physical, chemical and biological sciences

underlying the technology of power generation and should provide a challenge to

younp people to enter those fields.

For the phvsics student in the high school, there are many interesting

illustrations of the principles of electricity and magnetism, mechanics and

acoustics, etc., in power station design and operation. Apart from the major

plant items, many minor components also can provide useful examples of physical

principles, e.g. electrostatic dust precipitators used for stack emission control

are an interesting example of electrical phenomena in gasses. However several

of the basic sciences which are vital for a clear understanding of the principles

of power generation, such as thermodynamics, fluid mechanics and heat transfer

ĉi not appear to figure in the core or elective syllabus units normally undertaken.

It may be worthwhile considering how basic principles such as thermal cycle

efficiency could be introduced at school level.

2. THERMAL CYCLES

The conversion of thermal energy to mechanical energy requires a heat

engine which is subject to the first and second laws of thermodynamics and has

a theoretical performance limitation determined by the particular cycle of

events through which the working medium passes. The theoretical cycle against
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which practical cycles are compared is that derived by Carnot in 1824 and

illustrated in Figure 1. The path traced out in Figure l(a) could represent

a piston and cylinder arrangement with a minimum volume V anH maximum pressure

!' at point (1) and maximum volume and minimum pressure at point Ci). From

(1) to (2) heat em-rgv Q is added to the working fluid at a constant

temperature T (isothermal chanp.e) and from (2) to (3) the working fluid

Is allowed to expand further wit' out any addition or loss of heat energy

(adlab.it i r Wianj-.e) .

Heat reservoir
at Tu

Heat reservoir
ai T-

la)
s
Ic)

Figure 1. The Carnot engine cycle.

from (3) to (4) heat Q is removed from the fluid to a heat reservoir or

sink at a constant lower temperature

adiabatic change from (A) to (1).

and the cycle is closed by a further

This Carnot cycle has a well-known thermal efficiency given by
n n T - T_ T

= M
Carnot Q

ri - ^C 1 - (1)

Ĥ
TH

which clearly cannot approach unity (or 100%) unless T ^ can be ir.ade very

small. This general conclusion applies equally well to all heat engine

cycles, some of which fall well short of the Carnot efficiency for the same
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upper and lower temperatures although they may have other specific advantages.

That all heat engines convert only a part of the heat energy received from the

primary energy source and raust discard the remainder to the surroundings is a

regrettable consequence of the second law of thermodynamics.

Thermal cycles can he represented on various planes, that most coninonly

used bv engineers being the temperature-entropy (T-S) plane (Fig.l(c)) rather

than the pressure - volume (P-V) plane of Fig. l(a). Entropy is a property of

state of the gas or working f'uid which has particular value in the thermodynamic

analysis of systems nnd is a measure of the disorder present. For example, the

entropy of an isolated system in which changes can occur usually increases in

time but can never decrease - if it remains constant the processes occurring

must have been "reversible", e.g. frictionless. Adiabatic changes which are

reversible are represented on T-S diagrams as straight vertical lines

(isentropic changes) and the area enclosed under any path of change and the

horizontal axis represents the energy transferred as heat during that process.

Consequently the area enclosed within any closed cyclic path represents the

net energy transfer as heat or the work output per cycle, as in the P-V diagram.

3. STEAM INSTALLATIONS

(a) Cycle considerations

These are various reasons why water is a convenient working medium for a

heat engine cycle, when passed from a liquid to vapour phase in a boiler,

expanded in a turbine to do work, and then recondensed in a condenser as shown

in Figure 2.

This particular cycle is known as the Rankine cycle and when compared with

the Carnot cycle clearly operates at a lower efficiency for the same upper and

lower cyclic temperatures (compare the T-S diagrams of Fig. 1 and Fig. 2) . On

the other hand the volume of water at states 3, 4 and 5 is very small when

compared to the volume of steam at states 1 and 2 and the energy required to

re-pressurize the working fluid is thus correspondingly reduced.
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0 » OS

Figure 2. Simple Rankine steam cycle (ref. 7)

Improved thermal efficiency is clearly possible by raising the boiler

pressure, by superheating the steam to a temperature above that of the

unsaturated vapour at a particular pressure, or by reducing the exhaust

pressure to below atmospheric. Since the exhaust temperature is set by the

need to transfer reject heat energy to the environment, little variation is

usually possible in this part of the cycle. Somewhat lower temperatures are

possible using cooling water from rivers or oceans in the condenser tubes

than with a closed cycle coolant system involving cooling towers as in Fig. 3.

The influence of superheating the steam is shown in Fig. 2 by the

increased upper temperature 1'. Modern steam power stations operating with

upper temperature limits of about 55O°C and rejecting energy to the environment
293

at 20 C would have a theoretical Carnot efficiency of 1 - -g^ or 64%. The

adoption of the Rankine cycle together with various irreversibilities

(particularly in the turbine) and other losses, typically reduces this to

about 40% in the best present plant. A comparison of Carnot and Rankine cycle

efficiencies as a function of boiler pressure is shown in Fig. 4 together with

the specific steam consumption of the respective cycles.
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Figure 4. Efficiency and specific steam consumption of the ideal Carnot
and Rnnkine cycles (ref. 1)

To achieve high performance, practical Rankine cycles are much more

complex than indicated above with many stages of steam reheat, economisers

and regenerative heating of the feed water. Other improvements are the
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introduction of supercritical cycles in which the water is heated at a

pressure in excess of the critical pressure (shown as C.P. on Fig. 2) and

transformed continuously from a liquid to a gas. The advantageous effect

on the cycle is shown in Fig. 5, but because the critical pressure for

water Is 22.1 MN/m" (3,200 psia) such plants are extremely high pressure

systems and not yet in wide-spread use.

.-" I ..!

Figure 5. The supercritical vapor cycle (ref. 2)

(b) Boilers and Condensers

The usual practice is to provide the steam for each turbo-alternator

from its own boiler, although a common stack for dispersing the products

of combustion may serve several units. Pulverized coal, oil or natural

Bas firing provide different problems in the design of the boiler to

maintain flame stability and achieve the desired heat rate and particular

difficulties have to be overcome if brown coal is used as in Victoria. In

all cases the products of the combustion enter the environment producing

consequences which are only now being seriously studied. As an indication

of saale, a modern 2000 MW coal-fired power station operating on base load

may eject into the atmosphere weekly:

250,000 tons of GO

1,300 tons of oxides of sulphur

(if coal of 0,5% sulphur content is burnt)



1,000 tons of oxides of nitrogen

J00 tons of participate matter (the residue after

99* extraction of fly ash by electrostatic

precip it ators)

To disperse such products, exhaust stacks are now beinR built In

Australia of 200 r. heUin (n00 ft.) Hid overseas up to 400 m (1200 ft.).

Whilst there is some diivite over the lonp-term influence of vast CO,, emissions

• 'n tin' world's climate (some predicting, an increase, others a decrease in

world temperature), there can be no doubt about the adverse effects of

oxides c^i sulphur and nitrogen on living organisms and material objects.

Australia is fortunate in having ample supplies of coal with sulphur content

under 1\ - in some areas of the U.S.A. the figure can be as high as 3%.

At the other end of the cycle, the condensers discharge the cooling

water some 8 - 12 C warmer than on entry with a probably detrimental effect

on the ecology of natural watercourses or the need for the creation of

artificial cooling lakes as at Liddell. Various attempts have been made

to turn the waste heat to good effect e.g. in fish farms and oyster beds,

but such ideas are unlikely to be able to be applied generally. The so-

called "total energy" concept has also been applied in a restricted way with

the waste heat being used domesticallv or industrially but problems arise in

terms of differing time requirements for electricity and heat energy. The

alternative of transferring the heat to the atmosphere via huge cooling towers

increases the capital cost and lowers the efficiency, in addition to creating

structures that many think unaesthetic. In future most conventional power

stations will probably have to use the oceans as heat sinks.

The scale of thermal pollution problem is made very clear from the

simple energy flow diagram in Figure 6 - i.e. for every 1000 MW of electrical

output, 1500 MW will be typically rejected as waste heat to the cooling

water and a further 300 MW in other thermal losses.
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(.0) Ste.im Turbines

Multi-stage impulse turbines are normally used for the high pressure

(HP) and intermediate pressure (IP) cvlinders of modern central power station

turbines. In these, all expansion occurs in the fixed blading (acting as

nozzles) with no pressure drop in the moving blades. The multiple rows of

hlading arc necessary because th.? nozzle velocity becomes too high for single

staging at such pressure drops. Compounding,, or the coupling of separate

turbines operating over different pressure ranges to a common shaft, offers

advantages from the point of view of construction and operation. Since the

steam is expanding as it passes through the turbine, the dimensions increase

rapidly towards the low pressure (LP) turbine end which is usually mounted

directly above the condensers.

The conversion of pressure energy to kinetic energy in a nozzle, the

propulsive force due to the change of direction, and hence the momentum, of

the steam flow (see Fig. 7) and the changing properties of state of the

c f ,

AXIS OF —<
ROTATION!

DIRECTION
"OF MOTION

Figure 7. Velocity triangles for a turbine blade (ref.5)



working medium all provide nice applications of simple principles of

dynamics.

gas

4. GAS TURBINES

Thermodynamic cycles in which no change of phase occurs, i.e. t'.ie

working fluid remains a gas throughout the heat cycle, are familiar in

reciprocating petrol and diesel engines and have been developed to a high

degree of sophistication in an axial, continuous-flow form as propulsive

units for aircraft. The ideal cycle which most closely describes the actual

gas turbine cvcle is the Joule (or Biaytun) cycle shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Open circuit gas turbine
(Brayton or Joule cycle) (ref. 1)

Gas turbine cycles differ from vapour cycles in the relatively high

proportion of the output power which must be fed back to the compressor stage

(the "back-work" ratio). Because of fluid-mechanical problems it is more

difficult to design an efficient compressor than an efficient turbine and it

was not until the 1940's that compressor efficiencies were sufficiently high

for a positive net output power to be obtained. Gas turbines can be designed

to be very compact, and the direct heating of the working medium avoids the

heat transfer problems of steam boilers - in addition the turbines do not

suffer from the erosive problems of wet steam and cavitation is not a problem

in the compressor.



The practical industrial gas turbine operates on an open cycle

and despite commencing with upper cycle temperatures well above those in

steam plant, heat Is also rejected to the atmosphere at quite high

temperatures, thus rodurinR the thermal efficiency - an indication of

gas temperatures and pressures at various stages of the cycle can be

found in Figure 9. For power station application recover-.1 of this waste

heat is economical and leads to iru-reaKed .v/erall thermal ei.sriencv.

Figure 9. Industrial Gas Turbine (ref.6 )

The main developmental effort in gas turbines has been in turbine blade

design and with transpiration air cooling of both stator and rotor blades

inlet temperatures of as high as 1400 C are now feasible. Because of the

simplicity of the plant compared to a steam plant it is possible to connect

full load in a matter of minutes and gas turbine sets are widely used for

emergency duty and for providing peak load capacity.

5. HYDROELECTRIC INSTALLATIONS

Limited of course by the availability of suitable sites and resources,

hydroelectric power offers an attractive alternative to thermal power with

none of the problems of air or water pollution. The effect on the ecology

may still be significant, however, and as evidenced by Lake Pedder, questions
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of environmental damage can become significant issues for debate. In comparison

with thermal power stations the technology is relatively simple and straight-

forward and the efficiency of conversion very high, the only waste heat being

small losses in the water turbines and alternators. The importance of hydro-

electric power generation in Australia is seen from the following data:

Australian Installeii Capacity and Generation, 1970/71

Installed Capacity Electricity Generated

Hydroelectric

Steam

Other Thermal

The overall efficiency of electricity generation for the country in

1970/71 (bearing in mind that many older thermal stations are necessarily

still in use) was 34.3% - if the hydroelectric stations were excluded this

figure would drop to 28.5%.

Hydroelectric conversion techniques also lend themselves to energy

storage by reverse pumping using off-peak thermal energy or surplus

run-of-river energy, thus supplying the more costly peak electrical demands

and improving utilization factors. The importance of an integrated power

network comprising both base load stationa and peak load plants can be seen

from Figure 10 which shows a winter daily load curve for New South Wales and

indicates the importance of the Snowy Mountains hydroelectric scheme.

6. ALTERNATORS AND ELECTRICAL TRANSMISSION

The electrical generators, transformers and transmission lines associated

with power stations all provide useful examples of the A.C. Circuit unit of the

School physics syllabua. A cross-sectional drawing of the alternator end of a

turbo-alternator is given in Fig. 11, showing the coupled d.c. generator which
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Figure 10. Typical July, 1970 Weekday Load Curve for N.S.W.
(rc-f. 5)

provides the field excitation, the air flow ducts for removing the losses in

the windings and the loop end returns of the armature conductors suitably

braced to withstand the strong electromagnetic forces between parallel

conductors which arise particularly under fault conditions.
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Thus steam turbo-alternators normally run at 3000 rev/min to provide

a 50 Hz supply whereas the design of the water turbines for hydro systems

depends upon the capacity and head of water available and in general leads

to much lower speeds, with as many as 36 pole pairs on the rotor on occasions

(- 80 rev/min). !,ar>;t' turbnaIternators normally generate at 15-20 kV

(between lines) and station transformers then elevate this to 132 kV or

275 kV for transmission .->ver loop. .1 i stances. Again it is a simple circuit

theory exercise to show t ho .idvanl.'iKfS of h i fch voltages in reducing the ohmic

losses in tin- transmission lines j.>r a iixed .•amount of power transfer.

Tin1 f lectrical end of conventional power generation has changed

relatively little over the years except for the increase in capacity of

individual units and introduction of hydrogen cooling of alternators for

more efficient heat transfer. The most significant future development could

be the introduction of superconducting windings showing zero electrical

resistance and minimal dissipative heat losses. Estimates of the economic

advantage indicate that this is unlikely to arise until set capacity approaches

2000 MW although research is proceeding in various centres on the applications

of cryogenic techniques to other plant such as transformers and transmission

7. CONCLUSION

This brief introduction to conventional power generation has aimed at

bringing out fundamental principles which could be discussed with high school

physics students, subject of course to relevance to syllabus content and

availability of time. The importance of electrical energy to the community

and the need to find ways of reducing environmental damage from its production

would seem to argue a high degree of relevance in modern education.

Since illustrations for local use might best be drawn from the South

Australian power system, some details of the Electricity Trust of South

Australia power stations, transmission lines and energy consumption are

given in an Appendix.
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APPENDIX A

(from ref.4)

(a) The capacity of the Electricity Trust of South Australia's generating
plant at 30th .lune, 1972 is shown in the following table:

Torrens Island Power Station 180

Thomas Playford Power Station
Section 'A'
Section 'B'

90
240

Osborne Power Station 240

Mount Gambier Power Station 22

Port Lincoln Power Station
Steam
Diesel

Total installed capacity 1081

Maximum winter load 862

Under construction at Dry Creek Power Station are 3 gas
turbine units, each of 52 MW capacity.

(b) The following table shows the length of transmission lines in service
at 30th June, 1972:

275,000 volt
132,000 volt
66,000 volt
33,000 volt
19,000 volt (S.W.E.R.)
11,000 volt

Total in

(miles)
445

1,574
729

2,180
11,440
7,296

Service 30/6/72

(km)
720

2,530
1,170
3,510

18,410
11,740

Total 23,664 38,080
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(c) Electricity production in the different power stations in millions of
units.
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FISSION 7.EACTORS

1. THE ATOMIC NUCLEUS J.L. Symonds

1.1 Basic Concepts & Definitions

As background, we need u> discuss the structure of the atomic nucleus

to the extent that a connect ion is developed between nuclear masses and

nuclear binding energies.

For cuir purpose, the nu.-lcu;; may be considered as mac^ up of Z

protons and N neutrons. The neutrons are uncharged and have almost the

same mass as a proton which carried one positive charge.

The nucleus contains almost all of the atomic mass and carries a

charge +Ze. Except for hydrogen, the nuclear mass is greater than the

mass of Z protons. The nucleon number is A = Z + N and represents the

total number of nucleons in the nucleus. Experimentally we find that the

nucleon number A is conserved in all reactions i.e. nucleons do not appear

or disappear in nuclear reactions of the low energy type we will consider.

From the exterior of the atom, it appears neutral because the nuclear

charge +Ze is neutralised by Z electrons (charge -Ze) in the surrounding

electron cloud. Total charge is also conserved - no net charge may be

created or destroyed.

The electrons are responsible for the chemical behaviour of an atom.

All nuclei with the same Z belong to the same element.

Nuclei with the same Z but different N are called isotopes.
235

Uranium has two important natural isotopes, U (0.7% by wt)

and 2 3 8U f99.3%).

1.2 Binding Energy and Mass Defect

The masses of nuclei are not identical with the suras of the masses

of the nucleons they contain. The nucleons are strongly bound in the nucleus
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and the difference in mass is related to the energy released when the nucleons

are brought together, according to Einstein's postulate

E = me"

A stable nucleus always has less mass than the sum of the masses of its

nucleons. This mass difference is therefore related to the binding energy:

6v. = Zm,, + Nm + (BE) Ic~
:•• II n

',>(K. = rest mass of an atom with Z protons, N neutrons (A nucleons)

and Z electrons

nu = rest mass of the hydrogen atom in its ground state

IT. = rest mass of the neutron
n

BE = nuclear binding energy

The "physical" mass scale is measured in atomic mass units:

12
mass of C atom
plus electrons.

1 12
1 atomic mass unit = yy (rest mass of C atom) where atom means nucleus

The conversion factor is:
?

(1 a t o m i c mass u n i t ) c ~ = 931 .A MeV

TABLE 1 .1

Particle Mass Energy Equivalent

(MeV)

0.511

938.218

939.512

938.729

Electron

Proton

Neutron

Hydrogen atom

12 atom
Li

16 atom

mass defect may be found

(m )
u

0.0005486

1.0072766

1.0086654

1.0078252

12.0000000

15.994915

in publishe

vt\. - _M — AmZ N Z u
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so that we have

A - N i v
where t he mass de fec t s a r e :

1
: A

1
hydrogen atom: .A = 0.007825 m = 7.2887 MeV/c

Neut ron : i ' ; . = 0.008665 m = 8.0713 MeV/c
(J 1 u

Example: The mass de fec t of deuterium i s

2 A. = 0.014102 m
1 1 u

The binding energy of deuterium is

CBEJ = c2 (0.014102 - 0.007825 - 0.008665)mu

= 2.224 MeV

This is negative so that deuterium will be stable.

The binding energy per nucleon is given by (BE)M/A. It decreases

through some sharp minima (at the Be, C, 0 and Ne) and tends to a minimum,

near A about 60 (Fe, Ni), equal to -8.8 MeV approximately (see Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1

The sharp minima are associated with the great stability of the He nucleus

(the alpha particle). A slow rise occurs from A of about 60 up to the

heaviest known elements, such as uranium.



The fusion of elements with mass less than about 30, or alternatively,

the fission of elements with mass greater than about 120 will cause the overall

binding energy of the new nuclei to decrease, releasing energy.

1.3 Forces between Nucleons

The forces of attraction hetween nucleons must be very strong otherwise

the repulsive forces between the ch.irp.os on the c loscly-packed prutuns would

tend to blow the nucleus apart (radius of a nucleon is about 10 m ) .

If we plot the numher of neutrons N against the number of protons Z, for

increasing 2 we find N becomes greater than Z (Figure 1.2).

N

Figure 1.2

The excess neutrons are essential for producing a stable nucleus in

which the repulsive Coulomb forces must be balanced by the attractive nuclear

forces (n-n, n-p, p-p).

Experiments on scattering of neutrons and prctons show that the incident

neutrons must come very close to another nucleon before there is any interaction.

The nucleon forces are therefore of very limited range i.e. only adjacent

nucleons interact.

Experimental results have shown that nuclear radii are given by the

expression .3>
R = 1.2A x 10 m.
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The volume of the nucleus is thus proportional to A implying a

constant density of nuclear matter, i.e. the degree of nucleon packing is

the same in light as in heavy nuclei as would be expected for short range

nucleon interactions.

1. 4 Liquid Drop Model of the Nuc 1 eu.s

An intuitive picture of .in atomic nucleus can be obtained bv likening

It to a drop of incompressible liquid.

In the nuclear "liquid", each nucleon will, in the first order, be

strongly attracted to those in its immediate vicinity, but will be unaffected

by the others. This leads to an attractive (negative) volume contribution to

the binding energy, proportional to the number cf nucleons in the nucleus.

(BE) . = -n.A 1.4.1.
vol 1

(It a l l pairs interacted i t would be proportional to A(A-l)/2.)

At the surface of the nuclear liquid drop, the surface nucleons are

not bound as t ight ly as those inside since they have fewer neighbours on

average. Thus we have a surface term (as for surface tension) which i s

posit ive by comparison with equation 1.4.1:

2

(BE) , = + (constant) 4TTR
surface

h
But from paragraph 1.3, R Is proportional to A so tha t :

(BE) , = + a-A^ 1.4.2

surface 2

The nuclear liquid drop also has a charge +Ze which results in a

repulsive component to the binding energy:

Z2
(BE)elec = + < c o n s t a n t ) T

2 -h
= + a3 Z A

Using electrostatic theory, we find that:

(BE) , = + 0.72Z2A~/3 1-4.3
elec
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If we neglect the electrical repulsion of the protons, the most stable

nuclei have Z = N. Protons and neutrons both have nuclear spin '-s so that there

will be a symmetry character to the binding energy. This gives a contribution

to the binding energy:

(BE) = + a, ^—-'
svm 't A

1.4.4.

Nuclear forces also have the property of tending to align spins of two

identical, nucleans so that they are antiparallel. A nuclear state with such paired

nucleons lies lover in energy than one with Ldentical nurleons. Even-even nuclei

(even numbers of protons and neutrons) are more stable than odd-even or even-odd;

all three classes arc more stable than odd-cuid nuclei. These effects are

represented by

( B E )
Pair

1.4.5

where • = -1, 0 or +1 depending on whether the nucleus is (even-even),

(odd-even, even-odd) or (odd-odd).

The liquid drop model then gives the nuclear binding energy as:

2
= -a A + a,A + a

1 ? - 3

" 3 + a. (N-Z) /A + a,AA h

4 5
1.4.6.

where, by best agreement with experimental data:

3j 15.5 MeV

a2 16.8

a 3 0.72

a4 1 9

a 33.5

The equivalent spmi-empirical mass formula is then given as:

2'"3= 1.0143A + 0.018A'3 + 0.0419 + 0.036X

with Z.

1.98067 + 0.01496A
2/
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Figure 1.3 gives a schematic picture of the various terms in the

eq ua t i on 1.4.6.

^ A

Figure 1.3

There are however a group of distinctive proton or neutron numbers

(2,8,20,28,40,50,82,126). Nuclei which have either N or Z equal to one of

these "magic nutabers" shov7 characteristics not understandable in terms of the

liquid drop model. It is possible to explain these magic numbers of nucleons

in terms of a shell structure where protons and neutrons in the nucleus are

evidently not all equivalent. This shows up in the abundance of isotopes in

the binding energy of the next neutron or proton after a "^Ic number and in

certain characteristics of the fission process. It is also the cause of the

spikes which occur in the fission product yield curve of Figure 1.5.

1.5 Neutron Reactions

Because of its zero electrical charge, the neutron is very favourably

placed to interact with atomic nuclei, even in the case of those with high A

and Z. These reactions are of particular interest to the consideration of

fission reactors. The collision of a neutron (_n) with a nucleus (pi) can
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produce a compound nucleus which can exist for a time considerably longer than

the time taken to traverse the nucleus X (i.e. greater than about 10 s e c ) .

The compound nucleus (' X)' is in an excited state (asterisked to distinguish)

and decays into pieces B and b:

n + X

(X -i- n)

Elastic Scattering

Inelastic Scattering

Nuclear Transformations

Elastic scattering can be considered as analogous to hard-sphere

("billiard ball") interaction. In inelastic scattering, the neutron leaves some

energy behind in X and this excitation energy is released as gamma ray energy

(from a few keV to several MeV) .

Beta decay as well as gamma emission may follow the compound nucleus

formation (i.e. b is an electron,

by one and we have a new element.

, or a positron B ) in which case Z changes

Some excited nuclei will emit protons, deuterons and alpha particles
4
(jHe nuclei) , to divest themselves of excitation and will even de-excite by

emission of more than one neutron.

Decay of naturally occurring nuclei occurs by beta and gamma emission
238 232

(e.g. daughter products of U and Th) , and by alpha emission (e.g. U, Th) .
The only other decay process occurring spontaneously in nature is the fission

23S 23fl 739
process ( U, U, Th) which has a small probability compared with the

alpha decay process.
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1.6 Radioactive Decay

It is characteristic of nuclear decays that they occur spontaneously

from some parent nuclear stair. The probability of the decay is of the same

magnitude at any tim.' for any nucleus in the same state irrespective of past

history, ami to a l.iri-o extent, of i t .s environment. If N nuclei are in this

state .-it time t, (her, sta_t ial if ,'ii ly on the average- N-dt nuclei decav in a time

interval dt if • is the probability of decav per unit time.

i.e. dN = -N-dt

Integration over time from some time t to (t + t ) yields the remaining

number as:

N ( O = N e"At = N e"C/' = X 2 " t / T

O o (l

where N = a number of nurlei in the state at to
o

l = I/A = "mean lifetime" of the state

T, = fn2/\ = i Cn2 = "half life".

1.7 Examples of Nuclear Reactions and Decays

Natural Decays may be exemplified by:

' 290T h + 2H e + Y 's

+ y ^ = 2 4 . 1 d

If, as in this case, the daughter nucleus produced in the decay is

itself radioactive an equilibrium condition is eventually set up where the

ratio of the parent population to the daughter is determined by their half-

lives. We can have a sequence of daughters in which we speak of a decay series

where, in secular equilibrium, the number of atoms of each daughter product is

proportional to its half-life. Such decay series exist for the heavy elements

uranium, thorium and neptunium.



The average number of decays occurring per unit time (dN/dt) Is called

the activity of the sample, the unit being the Curie (Ci) where 1 Ci = 3.70 x 10

decays/sec.

Neutron reactions may be exemplified by:

9 ^ Q 1 i - v,\ 1 iq
V + n > I 9"> * I' + v

9 2 L 0 >• ' 92

219V • 2 ^ N p • °?m
 + • T,̂  = 23.5 m

239 239 0, + T, = 2.3 d (1.5.1)
93 N p ' 9-iPu f

Flutoniun>-239 has a half life about 24,300 years and is an artificial,

relatively stable element which is an alpha-emitter. A similar sequence occurs

for Q̂̂ jTh when a neutron is added:

Th-233, Pa-233, and then U-233 (T, = 1.6 x 10 y).

Two neutron reactions with light elements which will have importance

later are:

1 1 ^
(n,y) reaction: til + _n » t'H + ">' (stable de \terium) (1.5.2.)

. , 10n 1 ^ 7 . ̂  4U (1.5.3.)
(n,j) reaction: _B + .n ' .Li + _He

1.8 Reaction Cross Sections

We need a measure of the probability of the occurrence of a particular

nuclear reaction under prescribed conditions (parent type, particle type and

energy). As might be anticipated, remembering that half-lives for decay and

specific to a given nucleus in a given condition, this defined probability is

also specific to a given reaction for particles of a given energy.

We introduce the concept of neutron cross section, 0, which is defined

as the average number of individual interactions for the specific reaction

occurring per incident neutron in the beam per nucleus. As an example, suppose
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C neutron captures occur in a given time from a beam containing 1 neutrons
2

per cm" when they impinge perpendicularly r-n a target one atom thick with Na
2

atoms per cm

-—; < ni per nucleus
h 1

Since ' frequently tails in the r.inse 10 to 10 CIB' per nucleus,
-24 2

a unit of 10 cm per nucleus :r. used .snd is called a barn (note that the

geometrical cross sre-1 i un.il .ire; i. 1 the heaviest nucleus is of this orderj .

For the example (1.5. 3.'i, thermal neutrons (in energy equilibrium with

surroundings at room temperature) have ,i boron-10 cross section of about
_:.

4000 barns and the cross section decreases with neutron energy as E 2 over
">38

several orders of energy. " V on the other hand behaves thus over only a

liiuitc' range of energy (' = J.7b) with "resonance" structure showing the

effect of nuclear energy levels.

Hydrogen has a thermal neutron capture cross section of 0.33b while

its scattering cross section is 20b but this is for the hydrogen atom (in

the bound state, e.i;. H 00, the scattering cross section changes rapidly with

energy at low K ).

1.9 Nuclear Fission

In paragraph 1.2, it was seen that nuclei with a nucleon number

between 60 and 80 are most strongly bound. If fission of a heavier nuclei

were to occur, energy would be released. If it were symmetric (i.e. equal

mass fission products) we can estimate the energy release from the semi-

empirical mass formula (1.4.6.).

Q = J(BE) - 2 "I (BE)

which gives, with the use of the various constants and neglecting first the

small pairing energy term as small,

Q ~ A " (-4.3 + 0.26 j-) MeV



This becomes positive for

4.3
0.26

16

Thus all nuclei having Z greater than about 35 and A greater than about 80 would

release energy on fissioning.

For 2 ^ U , «e get 0-190 MeV.

1.9.1. Spontaneous Fission

L'raniuri does undergo spontaneous fission with a low probability

(T, - 10 y for U-238), The probabilitv is low because it requires about

7 MeV to overcome the "barrier" caused by the increase in surface energy needed

to create two "drops" from one larger one.

1.9.2. The Effect of Neutron Capture

235
U, some 7.5 MeVWhen a thermal neutron is captured into isotope

"> 36 *
of energy is released in forming (" U) which will undergo fission with

appreciable probability (- 580b). But with ~ U, the incoming neutron must

have an energv of about 1 MeV and the cross section at 2 MeV is only about lb.

The difference is to be found in the pairing energy contribution <5

omitted above; o is about 0.5 MeV for uranium. The difference for (even-even),

(even-odd) and (odd-odd) compound nuclei is shown

"U-

75MrV

Tfl."V.-'-_»'

t
.5

"y _ L
(evan-odj nucleus)

'Np*n

65MiV

(odd-odd nudtusl •
"'HP 4

Figure 1.4

235.Without the pair ing energy team (BE) i s about 7 MeV. Thus in """U, addit ion of

6 causes 7.5 MeV energy re lease , enough to overcome the "surface" b a r r i e r of
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r\ n Q 9 *3 7

7 MeV, allowing f iss ion to occur. This i s not so for U or Np

which require a "threshold" neutron energy of something more than 0.5 MeV

to I n i t i a t e a fission reac t ion .

238

5
U while

U and al l equivalent (u-o) or {o-o) parent nuclei behave l ike
23^

*"Th"Th and a l l (e-e) and (o-e) nuclei behave l ike 8
U.

1.9.3. Asymme trv of Fi HK i on

Figure 1.5 shows thi: •••bsurvi'd dependence of tiie f i ss ion product vields

on f i s s ion uroduct A va lues . Fission i s asymmetrical, not expl icable by the

l iqu id-drop model. This can be traced to the substructure of nucle i expressed

in the existence of "magic numbers" (para. 1 .2) . The great majority of f iss ion

products have N >50 or N -'82.

Figure 1.5



1.9.4. Energetics of Fission

i'-..sion energy release (about 200 MeV per fission event) has its major

manifestation in the form of kinetic energy of the fragments. This fragment

kinetic energy corresponds to the Coulomb potential energy existing when the

fragments are separated by a distance slightly greater than for two touching

spheres.

The remainder oi the energy shows up as considerable nuclear excitation

of the fragment nuclei. Generally this excitation is dissipated In prompt

neutron ^lission (about 6 >'eV binding and, on average, 2 MeV in neutron kinetic

energy). Gamma emission completes the job after neutron emission is no longer

energetically possible. This is then followed by decay to stability via beta

emission along a decay chain dependent on the initial fragment (N,Z) and its

excitation energy.

1.9.5. Fission Product Chains

235

As would be expected from the different neutron-proton ratio for U

compared with those for stable fission product nuclei, the primary products

of fission are generally well on the neutron excess side of stability. Chains

with as many as six beta decays have been established and undoubtedly there

could be more which are undetected because of their very short half-lives.

1.9.6. Prompt Neutron Emission

"Prompt" neutrons are emitted, probably shortly (-10 s) after the

nucleus splits. With thermal meutrons, the mean number of such prompt neutrons

produced is approximately:

233
2.51 neutrons for U fission

235
2.47 neutrons for U fission

239
2.90 neutrons for Pu fission

These prompt neutrons have an energy spectrum ranging from low values up to over

10 MeV but a large percentage fall in the range 1-3 MeV.
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1.9.7. Delayed Neutron Emission

After times ranging up to a few minutes, additional "delayed" neutrons

are emitted. Investigation Khows that there are among the fission products

at least six beta emitting tvpes of nuclei which decay to nuclides which are

extremely unstable to neutron emission. Thus the delay results from the beta

decay of the precursors whoso known half-lives are 55.6, 22.0, 5.6, 2.7, 0.6,

87
0.18 seconds. The fir<;r two b.ive been identified radio-cheir.ically as ,,-Br

137 37 1 3 7
J n d I s o t h a t t h e i r d . iui ' l i t c r s . ' ire K r _ , a n d Xe - . M u s t o n e ffiorc n e u t r o n

J 3 Jl.j 11 j i o 3
than a nugir number).

these delayed neutrons, nuikini: up about 0.75"' of all neutrons

released, plav in triportant role in fission reactor control.

1.9.3 Summnrv

To induce fission a neutron must first be absorbed into the target

nucleus to raise the energy inside the compound nucleus sufficiently above
?35

a "fission threshold" energy. The isotope " ' U requires only a thermal neutron
TIC

to cause fission whereas "" 1;' requires neutrons of energy about 1 MeV.

'35
The isotope *" U is present to about 0.7% by weight in natural uranium,

^38 '35
the rest is nearly all " I' (99. iZ) . Since "" U favours fission, special

methods are used to increase its proportion by enrichment to as high as 95%.
235

Enriched uranium with 2-4% U is widely used as fuel in fission power

reactors.

Because fission caused by neutrons is accompanied by release of further
2.35

fast neutrons (about 2.5 n on average from U ) , a continuing fission chain

reaction is possible. Naturally occurring fission chain reactions have not

consumed all the natural uranium because other processes compete with fission

for the available neutrons.

Some of the neutrons formed during the overall fission process are

emitted from fission products as they decay and rid themselves of the

excitation energy. These delayed neutrons are important for reactor control.



2. INTERACTIONS OF RADIATION WITH MATTER

2. 1 Slowing Down of Fast Neutrons

we have seen that the probability of Interaction between the neutron

and the nucleus is measure.i numerically by the microscopic cross section n

(an "effective target area"). If there are N nuclei per cubic centimetre,

the "bulk area" is the product N." wb.irh we vlennte by '. . the macroscopic cross

section (although it IMP dimensions '.~ra i. IL •-•an be shown rhat the average

distance ,i neutron travels Set v. •en u'l! inions in givi-n bv the inverse of ',

i.e.

Mean fr*'o path, sav , lor absorption is

• = 1 / = 1/Nc
a a a

The total nv.croscopic cross section is made up of all components - scattering,

capture, fission, etc. - thus

Note that , not •, is additive.

Example: The scattering microscopic cross section 3 lor carbon with thermal

neutrons is 4.8 barns. Its density is about 1.65 g.cm and its atomic weight

is 12 so that

N . (1.65X0.6 x l O 2 4 ) = 0 Q 8 2 x 1 Q24 c m-3

so that I = (0.082 x 102A) (4.8 x 1O"24) = 0.39 cm"1

i.e. >• = 2.56 cm

Thus the mean free path between scattering collisions for thermal neutrons in

carbon is about 2.5 cm.

Energy is lost at each scattering of neutron on nucleus. An elastic

collision conserves kinetic energy and momentum and can be likened to a billiard

ball collision. An inelastic collision involves neutron absorption and re-

emission at a lower energy with subsequent gamma emission c.f. a bullet

penetrating a target in which much energy goes into heat.
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E l a s t i c c o l l i s i o n s arc- t r ea ted j u s t as for the b i l l i a r d b a l l

analogy, but with the mass of the neutron d i f f e r e n t to that of the t a rge t

nucleus. The r a t i o of the f inal to the i n i t i a l neutron K.E. i s , for a

head-on cc! 1 i s i on :

E = i hz± "2
V. ' A+l
o

For carbon, E/E = 0.72 i . t;. -!H" of the K.h. would he lo?;L in a head-on

collision of a neutron witli a carbon atom. For a neutron-hvdrogen collision,

H/K = 0 so thai L\ neutron i ,ir, los,- all encruv in nnn head-on rcllision.
o

Of roursi', glancln/ co I I is i OIKS result in less than the maximum rp"tron

energy loss.

From the "slowing-duwn" point of view, the best "moderator" of

neutron energy is hydrogen, followed by deuterium and so on. in increasing

A. Hydrogen (on average) can reduce a fission energy neutron to thermal

energy in about 18 collisions while carbon would take 114.

However, we cannot attord to lose neutrons ineffectually to capture

processes so that a good moderator has, in addition, a low capture cross

section. Lithium and boron are thus of little use in this respect, whereas

beryllium and carbon are gooi! moderators. So we see that a useful guide is

the product:

(Average number of collisions to thermalise, Q

x (Macroscopic Scattering Cross Section, I ) ̂  Z
S 3

Moderator

Water

Heavy water

Helium

Beryllium

Carbon

Material Damage by Radiation

<

72

12000

83

159

170

Exposure of materials to high energy particles and radiation can

cause changes in physical and chemical properties. The type of damage and

the amount depend on the energy and type of particle (neutron, gamma ray,
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alpha particle, fission fragment), on the nuclear and molecular structure of

the material, and on the amount of radiation received.

Displacement of atoms into interstitial positions and the creation of

lattice vacancies cause structural change. This is produced most seriously by

fission fragments which have a ranr.c of several microns, sav, in an uranium fuel

or a zircalov cladding, for example.

In addition, gamma ravs and bi'tn particles, as well as the heavier

•.••articles, can dislodge electrons from atoms and molecules and cause excitation

and ionization i>t atoms and dissociation of molecules e.g. the "radiolytlc"

dissociation of water to hydrogen and oxygen and the formation of such

molecules as hydrogen peroxide.

Organic materials such as plastics can be "hardened" by polymeric cross-

linking ,-r can be degraded by fracturing polymer chains.

Serious damage can be caused by fast neutron irradiation of metals

through atomic displacement action. Some recovery may occur but important

effects include the embr.i t tlement of steels so that a pressure vessel,

inadequately designed to allow for irradiation damage, can undergo brittle

fracture of the metal (increase brittle fracture temperature) when it cools

down physically.

2. 3 Biological Damage by Radiation

The fundamental principle in handling or working near equipment which

emits radiation in various forms is that all unnecessary exposure should be

avoided. All ionising radiation that penetrates living tissue produces damage

to cells. There is some reasonable evidence that the human body will effect

repair of tissues exposed to radiation provided that the amount of radiation

is not excessive. However, since this is not proven beyond all reasonable

doubt, it must be accepted always that there may be some residual damage whose

degree seems to be roughly proportional to the amount of radiation absorbed,

e.g. genetic damage and shortening of life span. This is taken as the conser-

vative basis for determining the maximum permissible dose to human beings.



In addition to the externally applied dosage, the human body may

receive radiation dosage internally by inhalation, ingestion or cuts in the

skin. T h e ultimate effect is to produce tissue damage.

Energy deposited in th<- t. issue is me a s u r e d in rads (I rad = 100 erg. gin

H o w e v e r , energy deposition K not the only factor in <• .1 i - at ir.e, r a d i a t i o n

damage to the body. !-/n h parti' )<• tvpe has its uwn "Relative h i o l o a i c a l

Ki f er t Ivencss ( RRK) or o u a l i i v V, [ur (i'F) in do:-, t rev i ng cells e.g. recoil

p r o t o n s , created hv fast iii-u; r ••.-. <•-•) 1 1 i s i mis w i r "n h v d r ^ g e n , .ire about 10 times

AH damai:init. as pamnu r,= v;. i-w;-, ii '.;.<.- ciini;',1 d»;pusition is ide n t i c a l .

R a d i a t i o n Oualitv F a c t o r s

Rad iation

X or t;dnun.i

Beta

Therraal neutron

Fast n e u t r o n s and
p r o t o n s

A l p h a

OF

1

1

3

10

10

ll.'.ivv ri-coil nuclei ?0

To calculate the biologically effective dose or Dose Equivalent, measured

in rem (roentgen-equivalent-inan), the absorbed dose in rads is multiplied

by the appropriate Quality Factor.

The maximum permissible levels of exposure are recommended by the

International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) and these are

incorporated into State and Commonwealth legislation in Australia.

The Maximum Permissible Doses (MPD) depend on whether whole body

occupational exposure applies or whether specific organ exposure is to be

considered. Examples are given as:
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Organ Occupational MI'D

Whole Body (uniform) 5 rem in a year

Red Bone-Marrow j (100 mrctn wk )
I

Gonads

Skin, thyroid, bunt- 30 rem in a year

Hands and forearm, luot and ankles 75 rem in <: year

All otriL-r organs 15 rem in a year

For those who ari; not normally working with radiation i.e. the general

public, a limit of 0.5 rern per year (MPD) is recommended, based on all dosage

except that from natural background and medical procedures. The determining

iactor here is the genetic effect.

Translation of these figures to the case of inhaled or ingested

material leads to a set of values for maximum permissible concentrations

(MPC) in air or water. As a by-product of estimates of body intake, the

naximum body burden of a given material may be determined.

2.4 Shielding

Of the several radiations that are direct or indirect products of

fission, neutrons and gamma rays are of main significance in shielding people

from physiological effects.

The solution of the shielding problem is qualitatively simple -

utilise distance and materials to reduce the radiation dosage below the

maximum allowable level. Quantitatively the problem is complex because of

the secondary radiation produced by the primary source, the complication of

geometry and, not least, the energy deposited (leading to temperature rise)

and the radiation damage produced. It is not practicable here to do more than

indicate the complexity.

Gamma rays are penetrating and require materials with high A and high

density such as lead. However a complication arises in that a "buildup" occurs
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as a result of secondary gamma rays produced by primary gamma ray interactions

with the shiel g material. Good relatively cheap sheilds can be made with

concrete which. If necessary, can be loaded with steel shot or punchings,

h.irv tes , et c.

"*. FISSION REACTOR n - ( M / ) i ^

'•' Component Materials oi ,i Fission Reactor

A numiier ui component materials will be needed to form a fission chain

reactor, each of the materials possibly containing neutron absorbing

impurities which should be kept Co a minimum.

The f_ue_l is a material capable of undergoing fission by neutron
235

interaction such as uranium containing the isotope U. Some fission

products produced are gaseous and nearly all will be radioactive, thus the

fuel must lie covered by cladding material.

A coolant material is needed to remove the fission process heat from

the fuel at as high a temperature as practicable for thermal efficiency.

A moderator material can be used to scatter and reduce the energy of the

fission neutrons towards thermal energies where their capture in the fuel has

a higher probability of causing further fission reactions.

Structural materials form part of the engineering integrity of the whole

assembly.

All these additional materials, other than fuel, should have as low

neutron absorbing cross sections as practicable. The only materials which

should have large cross-sections for neutron capture are the control

materials used to shut down or control the chain reaction.

3. 2 Fission Chain Reactions

235
If we consider a system of U fuel and other materials, each neutron

causing a fission reaction will produce, on average, 2.5 more neutrons. If,
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on average, one of these causes a further fission and so on, the neutron

population in the fuel system would remain steady i.e. a "critical system",

The remaining 1.5 neutrons per fission would be lost to other processes.

Lost
Lost

Lost

Lost

Figure 3.1

Suppose we artificially introduce a neutron source into a fuelled system

and that a neutron population of n neutrons/cm was measured at some time t.

We could define the rate of change of the neutron population as dn/dt so that:

— = production rate - absorption rate - leakage rate
u t

3.3 Neutron Balance

Criticality is maintained by balancing the "neutron economy" i . e . dn/dt = 0.

Neutrons Gained
per unit time

n Neutrons from
previous fission

n Neutrons reflected
back

n. Neutrons from
nearby equipment

\

Neutrons Lost
per unit time

Capture leading
to fission

Non productive
capture in fuel
& other material

f Neutron leakage

Here we see that the various rates are:
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Production rate

Leakage rate L

Absorpc ion rate

P

A

= n
P

= n +

n r - n£

n
L

So that the rate of change of neutron population

4 2 = P - ,. - A
t i t

This 1H a simplified basis of reactor phvsics thuorv. Its solution f~-r

a given combination of materials and geometrical configuration permits a

study of thf static and dynamic behaviour of the reactor system.

3.3 A Simplified Neutron Cycle

Our problem may now be phrased as:

Given materials for which, the microscopic cross sections (") , the

concentrations of nuclei (N) and their spatial configurations (shapes and

sizes of material regions) are known; can the assembly of materials support

a neutron population in its own right?

A SELF-SUSTAINING CHAIN REACTION could take place if, for every neutron
235

lost per neutron generation, one is available to offset it. For a U

fuelled system, this means that a chain reaction would proceed provided

no more than 1.5 neutrons were lost from the 2.5 neutrons per fission.

I£ we suppose that the first neutron generation is multiplied by an

effective neutron multiplication factor, k , then the second generation
2 e

contains k times the first, the third k and so on.
e e

If k = 1 , (dn/dt = 0) , the system is critical
e

If k < 1, (dn/dt < 0), the system is subcritical

If k > a, (dn/dt > 0). the system is supercritical

Thus we need to estimate k since if we start with n neutrons in a generation
e

and a generation lasts x seconds on average then:

dn/dt = n(k -l)/x
e



and integration gives the population at time t :

n = n exp (k - 1) C/T

L e J
3. 4 The Multiplication Factor

Suppose that the average number of neutrons per fission is v. Not all
235

neutrons absorbed in the "U fuel cause fission, therefore we define:

average number o' neutrons generated per .ibsorpt ion in fuel

- probability of fuel fission

probability of fuel absorption

238
= fast neutrons slowing down below " U threshold

fast neuLrons from 235., fission

L = non-leakage probability

(n.b. neutron leakage occurs from the surface of the whole

system).

f = absorption probability in fuel
total absorption probability

= "thermal utilisation"

We can then define an effective multiplication over one neutron generation as:

k = r.efL
e

or for an "infinite" system (L=l)

k = r,Ef

r is a parameter depending on the choice of fuel. It can be just over
235

2 for pure U but is about 1.34 for natural uranium, e, the fast fission

factor, is about 1.03 for natural uranium metal fuel. For a graphite moderated

reactor ef is only about 0.8 so that L has to be as high as 0.93 for the system

to be critical. This turns out to mean a cube of side about 6 metres. Since

n rises with enrichment the critical size can be reduced correspondingly.
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f depends on absorption in fuel relative to total absorption. It can

be maximised (tending to 1) by minimising the relative absorption in

extraneous materials. Control of k can be exercised by adjusting the

"extraneouw" absorption.

L depends on the system size and shape, and on the "scattering"

materials In and aruund the ij-.'sfra (e.g. moderators and reflectors).

^• '•* Cr i t ir.i 1 Size ,ind_J'. r i t i. .11 M.iss

When k = 1 , the system will have a certain balance between the material

properties and the wometric shape. This is said to be the rri i iral size

and the whole assembly will contain a critical mass of fut-1. If a system

is capable of becoming critical, ki must be greater than unity i.e. for

the reactor composition and tlnL fuel configuration inside it for the

"no-leakage" U-=l) situation.

Let us consider the most simple case of a homogeneous, spherical mass
2 35

of U (i.e. very highly enriched material). Obviously with ' about 2

and the other factors say about 0.8, k must be much greater than unity

(say about 1.6). The leakage of neutrons has to be characterised in some

way which indicates the importance of direct outflow of neutrons frora the

sphere and the inflow by reflection and interaction with other systems.

The leakage must depend on a quantity giving a measure of the average

distance a fission neutron travels between its point of birth and that of

its absorption. Let us call this M, the migration length.

Neutrons could leak, roughly, from a spherical shell of thickness M

compared with the larger spherical radius R. Thus we know that the leakage

proportion must relate to the ratio of the shell volume to the whole volume

i.e. order M/R. But also the neutron density will be proportionately greater

in the central zone than in the shell; again a proportionality of the order

M/R.

This tells us that the ratio of the number of neutrons leaking from

the surface layer to the number captured within the whole system is of



order (,M/K)"". Now the number of neutrons per fission event, leaking out is

(k - k ) so that , with S as a shape constant, and R as a linear dimension
a: £

of the system, wo :i.ivc :

i. k - k 'I =• S(M/RT1 o

or bv rearranging at the critical '.linens ion of the system R_:

S.K "" = U -1)/M~

GEOMETRY - MATERIALS

Reactor theory is used to determine S and materials parameters give the

R.H.S. so that, also:

R
c (k,; -1)

For a c r i t i c a l sphere oi r a d i u s r , S/R "* becomes roughlv ~ " / r and for a
-, --, c c c

cube cf siJi- h , it- is i'^/h ~.

Thus the cube has a larger critical size (about 24%) than a sphere of the

same r?jterial configuration and this can be traced to the smaller surface/

volume ratio of a sphere.

3.6 Qualitative Criticality Concepts

235
A homogeneous sphere made of 9 3% " U metal has a critical mass of about

50 kg, a critical volume of 2.8 litres and a critical diameter of about 17 cm.

If we halved the density, neutrons would ha"e a greater chance of leaking

(L decreases) and k falls below 1.
e

If we decrease the enrichment by half, we decrease n because there are
235 3 238

50% less U atoms per cm . We have also increased the U content so that

E rises slightly but f falls appreciably; overall k drops and k goes less

than 1 i.e. a larger critical size is required by decrease L.
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If we mix water with the fuel a small quantity per unit volume will

only decrease the density and permit more neutrons to escape i.e. the

system goes subcritical. More diluted fuel will allow moderation, however
235

and the U becomes more effective (fission cross section goes from 1.5

barns to 580 barns) so that k goes much greater than 1 even though some

hydrogen captures take place (o-0.33b). At very high dilutions capture in

hydrogen does become over-riding and k begins to fall.

Critical

U235

Mass

(E)

10J .

10

10 ..

10

0 H : U235 atom ratio

Figure 3.2

At the minimum of the curve, the critical diameter of the solution sphere is
235

about 40 cm with a critical mass of 1.4 kg ' U.

If we consider what happens with a water reflector round the metal sphere,

some neutrons leaking out from the surface are scattered or reflected back

into the sphere reducing leakage and the sphere would become supercritical.
235

The critical mass drops to about 24.5 kg U, and the critical diameter

drops to 13.5 cm. If, however, we put a water reflector around the

solution sphere the critical diameter drops to about 30 cm and the critical
23S

mass to 0.8 kg U. This is important in chemical processing of fuel.

Control is often exercised by the addition of absorber. This decreases

f and hence k . However it should be borne in tiind that a decrease in fuel
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cont-t-nt Jt^L.iM.-. ' t an- !u;:.:e •. ; l urt he rr.'.ere a decrease in reflection (or

le-akare'i also decreases I. ami hence k .
it

By "s:vic in.1,-. • n r" :h<- " :el limps i :i moderator the f a s t n e u t r o n s a r e a b l e t o

s i i ' w ji . iv:; ; : ;J Liu 1 iu - t ::«i'. . - i - u i i e i i s v i ': 1 n e : : u ' i e e f f e c t i v e i n c a u s i n g f i s s i o n .

A c t u a l l v , t h i s i •:.- r e a s e s • : m.i he" . . - e I n c r e a s e s k .
e

3 . 7 :::: _:.V-eJ_ f ^ r J j i r i y ' i n . ••,!

'. : we : r v ".--" a s i n a t u r a l ;ir i:i"!ur. a s a ; ,ie 1 , t h e m a x i m u m v a l u e n f k w h i c h

i-.i'.i b e . ioh i i vi.-.i J . r i ;•,:•, pi \-.'..: i ?.i\ ! v <.".\ l ;;e r . i o d e r a l o r u s e d a s s u m i n g e v e r y a t t e m p t

; :; —.-di t . ':.• e ; '. i .:•.••: r.c :::.! s t r u e r u r . i l a b s u r j ' L L I T . te> a n; i n i mum. k c a n b e

r . a d e g r e a t e r '.:••.:' u r . i r v w i l i i h e a v v w a t e r , b e r y l l i u m , b e r y l l i u n i o x i d e a n d

L ; i j i i i t c h . : l ; ; o t w i t h o r d i n a r y v a t e r i n a n v f u e l c o n f i g u r a t i o n .

Th,.s i: vater is to be used as moderator and/or coolant, for which it is

t~y.celle:;t, v-r-.ri.-h.--d uranium, must be used e.g. in pressurised or boiling water
235

reactors such as ••..-ed in the U.S.A. The enrichment is in the range 2-4% *" U.

i .8 ihe World's F i r s t Fission Reactor?

The isotopic composition of a l l natural uranium specimens up to 1972 was
TIC •) O Q

always found to be about 0.71" " U and 99.29/' U. However, French Atomic

Energy Commission staff found anomalous isotopic compositions for some uranium
235

mined in Gabon. Some samples showed 40% less U than the natural value while

others showed a few percent more. Further tests revealed that the isotopic

composition of a rare earth, neodymium, was very different from natural

compositions and, in fact, resembled fission product ratios. These facts

indicated the possibility of a self-sustained fission reaction when the ores

were laid down. The geological age of the rocks has been estimated as 1.7

billion years, in sedimentary pre-Cambiian strata.

?38 235
Now the half-life of " U is 4.51 billion years and that of U is 0.71

billion years. If we take present day natural uranium isotopic abundances
235

for each and project them back 1.7 billion years, we find that U would have

a percentage abundance of about 3%, similar to the light water reactors of
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today. Furthermore, the Gabon ore has a very high uranium concentration with

hardly any neutron absorbing Impurities.

All of these conditions suggest that a nuclear chain reaction took place

in uranium transported to the ore site by water. The disappearance of the
2 36 2 39

products U and Vu indicate that the "reactor" stopped running more than

100 million years ago. The concentrations of the fission products and the
235

depletion of the I! suggest that this "fossil reactor" may have operated
9 -i _ 1

at a flux of about 10 n cm " sec for a period around 10,000 years.'

3.9 Reactor Kinetics and Control

In paragraph 3.3, we deduced a simple exponential solution to the

neutron population equation i.e.

n = n exp :(k -1)t/l
o ! e

where T was defined as an average lifetime for a neutron generation.

In well moderated systems, - can be 50-1000 microseconds while with

minimum moderation i t can be 10-50 microseconds. In a highly enriched
235

U system rapidly assembled, ", can be less than one microsecond.

This mean neutron lifetime is affected by the delayed neutron fractions

and can range from very long periods to a few seconds. This occurs when

(k -1) is less than the delayed neutron fraction (of 0.7% for U).

The system, so operated, will not be critical if only prompt neutrons are

considered i.e. ri(prompt) is smaller than ri(total) and k (prompt) can be less

than unity. The delayed neutrons are therefore most important in arranging

that the neutron economy is balanced safely in time intervals well-suited to

manual or automatic control.

3.10 Utilisation of Fission Energy

As a generator of heat, a reactor core can be used to replace the

conventional furnace and boiler. This means that the heat from the fuel

elements must be transferred to some other coolant medium such as carbon

dioxide or helium gas, water or liquid metals.

The transfer of heat to, say, water coolant depends on having a



temperature gradient bctwLvn the water and the clad surface of the fuel element,

and between the cladding and the centre of tho fuel. Being a ceramic material,

the melting ••eint of uranium dioxide is high (2S00 C) so that: in a fuel element,

sav, 1 cm in aiar,fier the thermal gradient can cause as much aa dO watts cm

heat flow and even up to . ..') watts en " at which thermal stresses cause cracking,

grain growth .i:-.d ever. KeltMii; at the centre. (Coin]'.ire this with an electric

kettle element : si~ilir '. :.i-oier deiiverinc about 20-30 watts r.r-r cm length.)

The fuel -• Lidding must :.tand up to heavy fas; ncuimn irradiation, high

;;,err?.al gradients, ci'rrosi.'ii >••. "irradiated" water (radiolvtic components),

fission product ,• i« rrcssi.re and \ M have a low capture cross section. One

such material is ."ire.iii'v.

'.:. :•. vat. r-cooled power reactor, as an example, the water must be

-,-:••. sHurl si •• t • over iA.OO'.i kPa (2000 psi) and have an exit temperature about

}2 '" " .'•:. •iv.'"..it less than the critical point) at flows about 4 m.sec . There

r:-' r'-iere ""ore be a very large, thick pressure vessel which must stand up to the

r.t ;•_-••:'. .md :; i~r .1 radiation as well as the temperature and pressure conditions.

::-. .: :--i-.-,~uro v.:,sels (20-25 cm thick) must be carefully designed from

•i :.i'.'-.• chc ;i-r. steels, fabricated and checked for flaws not only when made

.'. • • u •:'.'.:• after periods of operation.

This introduces the idea of codes of practice which are developed to give

criti. ri:- :" r design and testing. The fission reactor industry has been

r.-•;?.'rn'-':e for r.arked steps forward in the development of such codes and

do.ii^n criteria but this also implies the need for inspection prior to operation

::-.d at subsequent intervals after operation has begun. Such inspection involves

.! rith-'C comprehensive system of licensing and regulation defining preoperational

s.i't.ty review and the safety inspection system.

3. I 1 i'uel Conversion and Breeding

238
'••.'._• have seen that in any reactor containing a fertile material, U for

e:-:.-invpU-, neutron capture can lead to the production of another fissile material
238 239

(plutonium) . The process of conversion of U to Pu extends the fuel

supply in a reactor svstem to the extent that the k of the reactor core can
e
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233
be maintained above unity for longer than the I' alone in the system

would allow. A pressurised water reactor would be using more plutonium

fission than uranium fission towards the end of its useful life, limited

by the build up of "poisoning" fission products (vith large absorption cross

sect tons).

There are heavy water realtors which generate about 0.85 atoms of
238 235

plutonlum from U i"or over-.- atom of " U burnt out of natural uranium.

This Is because less neutrons are absorbed in the moderator than when

liRht water is used and these are available for conversion of uranium to

plutonlun.

If ve eliminate the moderator and work with relatively fast neutrons

the overall absorption in the core relative to fuel decreases and even more

neutrons per fission event are available to the fertile material. Such
238 235

fast reactors actually generate more plutonium fuel from ~ U than U

destroyed to keep the chain reaction going; the ratio can be as high as

1.2-1.3. These are known as fast breeder reactors. Since we do not want

light atoms "moderating" the fast neutrons, we must use a coolant with

higher A; such a coolant is liquid sodium. Fast breeder reactor systems

are still in the prototype stage but can be seen to effectively increase

the available fuel supplies by as much as a factor 50 over enriched fuel

thermal reactors since they are also utilising a considerable fraction of
238

the 99.3% U in natural uranium (see Resources discussion).

Recovery of the unused uranium and plutonium is only possible by

chemical dissolution and separation of these materials from the fission

products. This recovery process releases gaseous fission products from

the fuel and places the remainder in solution. Since they are intensely

radioactive and many have long half-lives this provides a difficult storage

problem (discussed later).

A. FISSION ENERGY AS A RESOURCE

Man has developed a continuing and expanding need for energy and these

demands have now forced society into difficult economic, social and environmental
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problems whose solutions require careful analysis and forward projections using

the best available decision-making information. "Energy crisis" has become a

phrase with real meaning instead of some "doomsday" phrase. The shortages of

fuel oil, petrol and natural gas on the world scene are real enough, ;;rovoked

partlallv by political dilemmas but also by demand exceeding productive capacity.

Further, there is the thre.it that exhaustion of resources is conceivable with

alternatives requiring le.'-.i times fur development and deployment on a meaningful

scale. Let me etnphasi.-e that this is a world picture but it has relevance to

the Australian scene; in spite of . ur fortunate resource position, there are

weaknesses.

235
The fossil fuel situation is Riven in the Table 4.1 where the U

18 15
resource is given for comparison in units of Q(10 BTU-10 HI). The energy

233
shown as available from " U is based on present day thermal reactors and

includes uranium reserves up to a limiting cost of S100 per pound of U,0-.

Fast breeders could increase this potential energy by more than a factor 1000.

Table 4.1

World's Ultimate Suppl

Coal

Oil Shale & Tar Sands

Oil

Natural Gas

Hydro

235

Total

v of Fossi1

1 fi
Q(10 BTU)

170

20

13

10

0.1

210

70

280

Fuels and U

Relative
Consumption

38%

Small

40%

207.

2%

approx.

Small

You will note that even with present day thermal reactors, the potential

of uranium is comparable with coal and exceeds all other forms put together.

Furthermore, it is important to note how little of the energy reserve is in the
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form of oil and gas yet these represent 60" of the world's present energy

demand. H is not difficult to see why certain reserves are in serious

t rouble.

The world's ernT(;v den i".d ha.1; been growing at about 6" per year and on

this basis roi\v<-nt i i- :-<;i 1 fuel-. v.Mild run out abuut the middle of the 21st

century. If that growth rale dropped to the I'S average of UX , it would onlv

extend the depletion ;'«.>!;it ti-vardri the end of ib.e 21st century.

It should be emphasized that additional reserves may be discovered but,

at a continuing 6% growth rate per year, even doubling the reserves would

only add about 20 years to the depletion point.

If one takes a developed economy such as that of the U.S.A. the annual

consumption of. fuel is distributed roughly in the following way:

Fuel

Coal

Gas

Oil

Hydro h Nuclear

Use Percentage

21

33

44

2

It is interesting to note that, to meet air pollution regulations on

SO- emission, many electric utilities in the U.S.A. were forced to convert

their boilers from coal to low sulphur oil. The 1968 utility demand for oil

was only 10% of their total but it jumped to 16% by 1972 for this reason. It

is therefore evident that environment factors have pushed this resource rate

of use in a direction which will hurry along its depletion.

As an energy form, electricity accounts for only about 10% of the

consumption of primary fuels on an end-use basis at present. This energy form

is the principal method for converting nuclear energy for present day use.

It is therefore apparent that a very large increase in electric capacity would

be needed to offset the dwindling supplies of fossil fuel. But when we look

at the sector by sector use of fuel it is apparent that we would need to

rethink the whole energy supply structure.



End Use Total Electricity

Residential 10 3

f.i~.:T-ivi.il H 2

1 n.; us '.. r ia 1 •'» ! i

T r i-.-.-pr-rc 1 7 Snal 1

i! f issi •>!: e n e r g y ( t h e n : i.- ir>n) is to b e t h e r e s o u r c e to i ill t h o e n e r g y

d e m a n d , it is n e c e s s a r y s o ; t m l " she p o s s i b l e c h o i c e s o f enere.v f o r m .

Hot d.iri:. • •:•.•.in,'. "i'lO ("> t. .-.ciii r.ili'j in .1 h i f t h - t e m p e r a t u r e g.is-i o o l e d

reactor - can :hese Hot cases br used in industrial processes e.g. metallurgical

;iro.'t'ss suvh a> i rrn-^fi1 roduc t i on. The lapaneso arc invest ipat ing this use.

. r. v.ist •-heat iî ra power sciti'T.s is appreciable (some 60-652). Is

it possible t.' utilise thin as m onerRy resource? CertainLy some work could

be d^ne on heal inr. and i-noling .vrles for residential and commcrc ial use but

joint use o: ;-'.i-t - tor, sav, electricity production and chemical processing

could be possible. This is undor studv in Europe and elsewhere.

An.ilvsc.-i i'l-rj let ed recently show that hydrogen could be used directly as

attractive : ue 1. It is one which is hip.hlv compatible with electricity as an

energy form through various routes for production including electrolysis. It

would certainly be possible to use almost all primary energy sources to

produce it. Thus conversion of the potential of uranium to hydrogen through

electricity is cne. route deserving of research and development.

A. 1 Problems of the F.nvironmenr

In the ovoices referred to earlier, the environmental impact of our use

of "nergy was mentioned as requiring good decision-making information.

Environnental problems have recently caused our society to wonder at

(and even to act on) the pollution levels we are now generating. It is an

obvious circumstance which will press itself on us sooner or later. Power

station effluents have been under great criticism as a major pollution source.

Capital investment is required for the equipment to minimise the offending
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emissions - is society prepared to pay for this reduction in pollution? It

should be but, if it is, such an option should be exercised equally on all

forms of power generation and this implies a study of environmental impact

against environmental quality criteria developed for each case. Only then

can the true cost of the energy levels demanded by societv be assessed.

As an example, in the f.issil-fut-1 power generation arena, the Navajo

project In the US (Arizona) set out to meet new environmental qualitv standards.

The additional capital cost required for thi^ purpose was about 100 rail lion

dollars in n 2250 His' station worth about 600 million dollar?. Yet those

involved were ultimately able to say "That this huge ajiount can be tolerated

at all is testimony to the basic economy of the project".

In the fission energy power station, we have seen that it generates

energy at the expense of producing large quantities of fission products,

emitting ionising radiations. The radiation levels actually issuing from

a fission power station must be kept as far as practicable below the

generally accepted ICRP recommendations. This is possible now and undoubtedlv

the investment of capital into already known techniques can reduc•-. che

emission levels further. The situation is similar to that mentioned for

the Navajo plant.

However, the biggest potential "offence" to the environment, as expressed

by conservationists, comes from the reprocessing of the fuel elements which,

if not properly controlled, could have a major impact on environmental

radioactivity levels. The need for reprocessing arises from the desire

to recover unburned U and the plutonium produced from U. The

dissolution process releases gaseous fission products previously bound up
1 85

in the fuel material ( H, Rr) and the chemical processing separates off

the long-lived isotopes, Sr and Cs.

Cryogenic processes are possible for elimination of krypton and xenon

but the most feasible method utilises the solubility of these gases in

halogenated refrigerants. The latter is still under development but it

is promising.
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The biol ,'̂ : . a! .̂ r.s.'ijueiu es >>!' tritium release as judged in terms of Its

delivered dose for all release likely from a fission reactor economy over thirty

vears is estimated to be less than 10 of the natural radiation background.

This situation night be altered bv the advent of fusion reactors but present

indications are that the levels would not be such as to cause concern.

The prime problem is the storage of fission products. The larpe quantities

so carefully controlled and contained in the reactor itself are deliberately

released at the reprocessing plant. The control of these so-called high level

wastes is a nanapeab le, although expensive, process requiring essentially

eternal care. The solutions must he converted to stable solids (e.g. ceramics)

and the solids stored in. jr at ge^logically stable sites, isolated from the

human environment. Such technologies are being developed but it uust be

emphasized that it must be considered in the assessment of both economic and

environmental "costs".

There are suggestions, under study to reduce the effective half-lives

of such materials by nuclear reactions. While a physicist can always produce

such proposals, the problem of reducing the fission products to another

isotopic form is difficult and potentially very expensive. Nevertheless it

should be remembered that the tote 1 output of fission products for one year

from a 1000 MW power station is somewhat over 300 kg which at a density of 5

would be a cube about 40 cm on a side. If such a solution were practicable,

it is possible to conceive of a few centres handling it.

More way-out suggestions including the firing of loads into the sun by

rocket propulsion. Certainty of despatch would be very essential!

4.2 Nuclear Safety

The criteria for fission power plant safety which have been developed

since the early 1950's are stricter than any ever applied to any other industrial

enterprises, past and present. Their objective is to reduce the risk of a

catastrophic release of fission products through containment disruption. The

recent controversies over fission reactor safety has hinged on the more specific

issue of the adequacy of emergency core cooling systems. These systems are
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intended to keep the fuel cool if a major rupture of the pressure vessel or

its attendant nineuork werp to orcur.its attendant pipework were to occur.

The arguments were fuelled by claims that the construction industry were

pushing their designs to limits which were not proven as able to supply

adequate emergency cooling. This, together with the apparent acceptance of

the infallibility of the steel pressure vessel, caused such severe criticism

and legal action in the U.S.A. that power levels of individual units were

reduced by 20-25% until more specific and detailed information was available.

Technical uncertainties cannot be classed as technically unjustified

criticisms. Nevertheless, their origin is to be found in the question, "How

large is the safety margin and i=> it enough?" The safety judgement process

is fraught with serious dilemmas.

The first step is the formulation of basic philosophy and the

development of consistent criteria, often expressed as "the risk to the

public should be negligible". However, for conditions other than normal

operations, no guiding recommendations exist. What we say is that accidents

with severe consequences should have low frequency while accidents with

mild consequences have a higher frequency i.e. we could say

RA = C x F
A

where R = actual risk per event

C = a consequence measure (e.g. radiation exposure)

F = a frequency (e.g. 1 in 10,000 plant lifetimes)

OR five people injured in one accident in a 100 year period would have

the same "risk" as one in every 20 years or five in five separate

accidents.

To apply this requires four more steps; event selection (identification

of potential safety problems and their probability of occurence), model

formulation (an obvious step but one most open to criticism), event analysis

(to determine the magnitude of the consequences) and finally, resolution of

the safety problems so defined, to reduce their probability and consequences.
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It is the honest opinion of knowledgeable engineers and scientists that

fission power is sate. Nevertheless there must be vigilance and inspection,

against properly determined criteria, to give public assurance that the criteria

are met at all times.

Every action which society takes, or falls to take, involves implicit

weigh ing of benefits against risks. The same is true of individuals; we are

a c." us toned to performing this kind of decision-making process so frequently

that it is rarelv a wliollv conscious act. It is perhaps worth contemplating

the following:

Event

Natural Disasters

Fossil 1'ower i'lants

Electrocution

Firearms

Air i'ol lut ion

Snok ing

Motor Vehicles

All Diseases

Probability of Fatality

2 x 10

4 x 10

2 x 10

2 x 10

1 x 10

5 x 10

1 x 10

1 x 10

-1

-6

-6

-5

-5

-2

-2

On this same basis it is estimated that radiation at 1 mretn yr could have a

risk value of 10 and a loss-of-coolant accident (on current criteria) a similar

value. Obviously to go to lower risk would have economic debits so that the

judgement is one which society must make en the basis of determined benefits,

vis-a-vis problems with other technologies.

5. CONCLUSION

The consequences of the use of any energy resource needs careful analysis

to ensure that all factors are allowed for, including effects on the environment

and economics, as well as social impact.

The less tangible and direct impacts which these constraints exert on our

general capability has not been calculated and we are only now being forced to

face them realistically. In addition, there are those who conclude that
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exhaustion of energy resources will eventually compel an end to the pattern

of exponential growth (i.e. we would be. forced to review our spend-thrift

attitudes). liubbcrt of the US Geological Survey says: "It is paradoxical

that, although rlu- forthcoming period of nongrowth poses no insuperable

physical or biologic.il problems, it will entail a fundamental revision of

those aspects of our current eruiwmic and. social thinking which stem from

the assumption that the growth rates which have characterised this temporary

period can be permanent". 1 can only leave it to you to think about this

paradox, assess its importance and decide huw it might be resolved.



SOME TOPICS IN PLASMA PHYSICS

1. WHAT IS A PLASMA?

The terra "plasma" is ui'-'en to a collection of chnrc-ed particles which

possesses certain, distinctiva characteristics.

Firstlv, the col 1LXIion is microscopically electricallv neutral.

lii F I T the sin;-', t'st case when all the ions arc singly charged atoms

i, L . i;. a hvdtv-^t/:'. ;• 1.i-".-.•.. -.')

vhere N and :; are the total number of electrons and ions.
e l.

( i :• In the more general case when the plasma consists of N. singly

charged ions, V<n doublv charged ions, and so on, we have the

following relationship

N = N -1- 2N + 3N + • • • •
c ' 1 2 3

Consider a plasma which consists of \ electrons and N, singly charged

ions and suppose that the plasna occupies a volume V. Then the average number

densities of the electrons and ions are

M N.

He = f- and n ^
±

and n = n .
e i

Suppose now that bv some external means the local values of ti and n
e I

within the plasma are made to differ from each other and from n and n.. How
e i

will this difference affect the behaviour (the motion) of the individual

charged particles?

Clearly the first result of a difference between n and n is that an
e I

electric field will be produced which can be calculated with the aid of the

differential form of Gauss' law

div I = — (n. - n )
e i e
o
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where e is the electronic charge and c Is the permittivity of free space.

Mere we stress that, in the spirit of classical electromagnetism, n and
i

n^ are quantities which have been "suitably" averaged. That is, they are

obtained by means of an averaging process over volume elements which are

small on the scale of the plasma but nevertheless contain a large number of

particles. This ensures that we obtain continuous functions for n and n .
i e

Consequently, the electric field is an average, smooth macroscopic field

which acts on each of the individual charged particles. The interaction

or the charged particles through the medium of this smoothed electric field

is n collective interaction in the sense that the motion of the particles

gives rise to an electric field which then itself modifies the particle nor ions.

Maxwell's
Equations

Initial and
boundary
conditions

Particle Eqn
of motion

Initial
conditions

For obvious reasons, this average electric field is often referred to as the

"self-consistent" electric field.

In addition to the self-consistent electric field, each charged

particle is also acted upon by a microscopic, fluctuating electric field

which arises as a natural consequence of the random thermal motions of the
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particles. These are the fluctuations which are averaged out in the calculation

of the seli-consistent field. Recall that the Coulomb force due to a single,

isolated charge i s

and that Che Coulomb potent ial i s

v
o

rVr a single charj'.e located in a col lec t ion of other charges, these expressions

are no longer va l id . On average, a s ingle pa r t i c l e t r a v e l l i n g in a plasma has a

cloud of oppositely charged p a r t i c l e s surrounding i t . I t can be shown that the

effect of th i s rloud i s to reduce the range of i t s p o t e n t i a l which i s now given

bv

V = V e ~'r ' 'Eo

V is called the screened potential, V is the usual Coulomb potential and >. , a

quantity which is a measure of the range of the potential and is known as the

Hebve length is given by

f C kT 1 '"*
;• = i — — - i
D i fi e ' \

e

Since the range of the potential is reduced, individual (as distinct from

collective) interactions between charged particles can only occur if they are

separated by a distance less than the Debye length. Thus, if, due to random

thermal motions, there are microscopic fluctuations in the number of charged

particles lying within the Debye sphere (-̂ FT> 3) surrounding a given particle,

then this particle feels them and is influenced by these individual interactions.

It is not influenced by fluctuations which occur outside the Debye sphere.

Summarizing, we see that while travelling through a plasma, a single

charged particle will typically experience a resultant electric field of the

follcving form : -
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Resultant electric field

Fluctuating
microfields

Time

r\
Smooth, macroscopic
electric field

That is, the particle "sees" the individual particles that come closer than a

Debye length but only notices the others through the influence of the smooth,

macroscopic field. The smooth self-consistent field is associated with gross

collective motion of the plasma while the effect of the fluctuating microfields

is to disrupt and damp out such motions.

We are now in a position to define a plasma. A collection of charged

particles merits the name plasma if the behaviour of the collection is governed

predominantly by the influence of the self-consistent field. It can be shown

that the influence of the fluctuating microfields is diminished if:-

(i)

and

where L is the characteristic dimension of the plasma

where ̂  (= fJrXjj'aJ

is the number of electrons in a Debye sphere.
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If these two conditions are satisfied then one automatically finds that n "n.

everywhere within the plasma. Thus local quasi-neutrality is another

distinctive feature of a plasma.

The microfluctuations in the electric field disappear when N -»• ».

A plasma having N -* en is termed an ideal plasma.

We have stated, without proof, that the effect of the self-consistent

field is dominant provided

The following simple physical argument hints at the basis for this bald statement,

We will demonstrate that the minimum distance to which a collection of charges

must extend if collective effects are to dominate the thermal agitation of the

collection is indeed approximately the r<ebye length.

Consider a sphere of radius r filled with particles of charge q. The

potential energy per particle is qV where V is the electric potential.

qV - q [j x !£taLj*arBe

4 iTr3n<
'~eQ

 x 3 r

nq2r2

3E
o

Since only radial particle motions affect the potential distribution, the

particle kinetic energy is that appropriate to a single degree of freedom,

*lkT. Equating potential and kinetic enerpv.

2 2

3e I
o

and solving for the radius of the sphere,

r 7 2-SF
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This is the distance at which the electrostatic potential energy of the

collection equals the thermal kinetic energy. This distance contains the

same functional dependencies as the Debye shielding distance and suggests the

origin of these dependencies. For a smaller radius of the charge collection

than is given above, the thermal energy exceeds the potential energy and

thermal motions will predominate over the electrostatically induced collective

ones.

It is customary to say that the microfluctuations in the electric field

represent collisions (individual interactions) between the charged particles

in the plasma. If the influence of these microfields are negligible then we

have what is nearly universally called a "collisionless" plasma. This is a

misnomer since a significant portion of the effects of the interparticle

interactions is already accounted for in the self-consistent field.

Accordingly, the term ideal plasma is preferable to the term collisionless

plasma.

Finally, it is instructive to compare the role of "collisions" in the

behaviour of plasmas and neutral gases. In plasma physics the effect of

collisions is treated as a small perturbation. It is the self-consistent

field which determines the macroscopic, collective motions. On the other

hand, the behaviour of neutral gases is completely dominated by the effect

of short range collisions.

2. THE OCCURRENCE OF PLASMAS

It would be reasonable to assume that naturally occurring collections

of charged particles which merit the name plasma (and which, consequently,

satisfy rather stringent conditions) would be relatively rare. Surprisingly,

this is not the case if we consider the universe as a whole. It has been

estimated that more than 99.9% of the matter in the known universe is in the

plasma state.

(i) Stars, because of their high temperature are almost

completely ionized.

(ii) Interstellar gas, despite its low density, exhibits plasma

properties.
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(iii) Solar flares and sunspots are plasma phenomena. The steady

stream of particles which comes from the sun (the solar wind)

and which greatly distorts the earth's magnetic field at

heights greater than two or three earth radii is a plasma,

(iv) The Van Allen belts of energetic ionized particles trapped at

high altitudes by the earth's magnetic field constitute a

plasma,

(v) The ionosphere, which ia a region of par t ly ionized gas tha t

extends from about 50 km above the ea r th to several ea r th r ad i i

and which makes radio communication poss ib le , is a plasma.

(vi) The hot gas which ex is t s t r ans i en t ly within the channel of a

lightning s t roke i s in the plasma s t a t e .

In addit ion to these na tu ra l ly occurring plasmas, we find man-made plasmas

around us in the form of f lanes , glow discharges and the laboratory plasmas which

are used to inves t iga te plasma proper t ies and to develop devices such as

thermonuclear fusion reac tors .

3. THERMAL IONIZATION

In order to produce a laboratory plasma i t i s necessary to free e lec t rons

that are normally bound into atoms. Any neutral molecule w i l l gradually lose i t s

electrons if enough energy i s supplied to I t . Ordinar i ly the energy comes from

col l i s ion events of one sort or another. The energy required for s ing le

ionizat ion of some typica l atoms is shown in the following t ab le .

Atom Ion iza t ion energy for
f i r s t electron (ev)

Argon 15.7

Cesium 3.9

Hydrogen 13.6

Helium 24.5

Mercury 10.4

Lithium 5.4

Neon 21.6

Oxygen 13.6

Sodium 5.12
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We now discuss the situation which arises when a neutral gas is

progressively heated from room temperature at a rate which is slow enough

for the gas to be essentially in thermodynamic equilibrium at every instant

of time (no gradients in thermodynamic and mechanical variables).

The first thing that happens when one heats the ueutral gas is that the

molecules dissociate into their constituent atoms. On the addition of more

energy the random motion of the atoms becomes more rapid and the collisions

between them more violent. Ionization occurs where one of the outer electrons

of an atom is removed leaving behind a positively charged ion. Thus when the

temperature of the gas is high enough, the gas is no longer composed of just

neutral particles but contains both positive and free electrons. AL this

stage the number of ions and electrons in the gas increases very rapidly with

increasing temperature.

For a gas in thermodynamic equilibrium at sone temperature T, one can

calculate the percentage of the atoms that are ionized by using the Maxwell-

Boltzmann distribution law. This law states that if n and n, are the number

densities of particles having energies of U and U respectively, then the
a b

ratio
n

is given by

R = !* . fa e-U/T

where U = U - U and g is the degeneracy factor (statistical weight) giving

the number of states with the energy U .

For a system having only two energy levels Ua and Ufe, if we let a

be the fraction of all the particles that are in the higher energy state a,

then clearly

a = n + n.
D
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In the thermal ionization problem that we are concerned with here, state

a is the electron-ion pair (which exists after ionization) , state b is the

neutral atom and U(= U -U, ) is the ionization energy.
a D

Since the number of free particles changes in this process, we must now

face the problem of assigning a statistical weight to a free particle.

Clasically, since a free particle can have any position and any momentum this

cannot be done. Values for g and g, can, however, be computed by recourse to

quantum mechanical arguments. One finds

ni

sa

where h is the Plank constant.

Putting in the values for the physical constants, we obtain

ga ,7 T

— ( = C, say) = 3.00 x 10"' ±-
h ni

T - ev

n. - ions per m~

In general, C >> 1.

On substituting this expression for C, we obtain the equation which ia

known as the Saha equation, namely

„ "i , ln27T
 3/2 " VR = — = 3 x 1 0 — en n,

n i

where n is the number density of neutral atoms.

We can determine the temperature for which the gas is half ionized

(T=T, ) as follows. The gas is 50% ionized when R = 1 i.e. when a = Jj.

Thus -U
1 = C e

whence

lh lnC
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A plot of a versus T ( in uni ts of /lnC) has the following form.

1.0

7lnC /inC
3U

/InC

Note:

( i ) Since C >> 1, 50% of the atoms a re ionized when the temperature i s s t i l l

well below the ionizat ion p o t e n t i a l

( i i ) From
U

InC

it is evident that the temperature required to obtain a high degree of

ionization is almost directly proportional to U (InC is a slowly varying

function of temperature). Hence in a gas like cesium vapour, where the

ionization potential is less than one-third that of hydrogen, a high percentage

ionization can be obtained at temperatures below 1000 K.

(iii) An interesting feature is that a changes from nearly 0 to nearly 1
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over a narrow temperature range, much as in an ordinary phase transition from

a solid to a liquid or from a liquid to a gas. A good measure of this is the

temperature difference AT that would exist between a=0 and a=l if the curve of

a(T) were a straight line with the slope of the true a(T) curve at T^.

f
Now,

d£ = da , dR = 1 U R
dT dR ' dT (1+R)2 T2

Recalling that R = 1 for T - T^

da 1 U
df L = 4 %

i .e. AT

If In C is sufficiently large (i.e. g >>&,) then the curve of a(T) starts to look
a b

like a step function with the ionization occurring at the temperature Tj .

4. NONEQUILIBRIUM PLASMAS
Although the process of thermal ionization accounts for many astrophysical

plasmas, it is a relatively uncommon way of preparing laboratory plasmas.

The usual method of preparing a gaseous laboratory plasma is to use a

gas discharge. A notable feature of gas discharges is that the electron

temperature is almost always much higher than the temperature of the heavy

particles. That is, the plasma is not in thermodynamic equilibrium. Gas

discharges produce nonequilibrium plasmas for two reasons:-

(i) the applied electric field heats the light electrons in a plasma much

more efficiently than it does the heavy ions.
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(ii) the energy transfer from the electrons to the ions is a slow process.

Thus there is a tendency to maintain the temperature difference between

the two charged particle species.

Other methods of producing nonequilibrium plasmas include the

irradiation of a gas with electromagnetic radiation and the launching of

shock waves in the gas.

5. ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF A PLASMA

Since a plasma consists of a collection of mobile positively and

negatively charged particles, it will obviously possess electrical

conductivity.

When an electric field is applied to a plasma, the electrons are

accelerated in one direction and the ions in the opposite direction

If there was no interaction between the electron and the ions, their velocities

would increase without limit and the current density given by

where |e| is the magnitude of electronic charge, would become infinite.

However, in practice, there is an interaction between the ions and

electrons (via the microfields discussed earlier) and momentum is exchanged

between the ions and electrons. Since the plasma as a whole is stationary,

a steady state is attained in which the electron gas has a constant momentum

in one direction which is equal to that of the ions in the opposite direction.

The electrons and ions then move with constant average velocities, but since

the mass of the electron is much less than that of an ion, the average
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velocity of the electrons will be proportionately greater. Furthermore, since
in a plasma

n - n.

we have that

j = !e (n.v - n v )
i i e e

n v
e e

In an applied field E, the force on a charge e is eE. If T is the time

in which the electrons lose on the average a quantity of momentum equal to their
m v

mean momentum, the rate of change of momentum is equal to e e. Consequently,

in the steady state :-

eE =
-m v

e e

i.e.
•* - T eE

v =
e m

Substituting:

2

ne T Z

Recalling the conventional form of Ohm's Law,

we may identify the electrical conductivity of a plasma as follows:

ne2T
me

or, in terms of the collision frequency between the electrons and ions,

V = T
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At the electron densities and temperatures which might exist in a

thermonuclear reactor, the electrical conductivity of a plasma is very high -

roughly ten times that of copper at ordinary temperatures.

6. MATHEMATICAL MODELS OF A PLASMA

Since all mathematical theories are, to some extent, approximations,

it is not unreasonable or surprising to find that different mathematical

models have been devised to describe and predict the results of experiments

in plasma physics. For each different theory, the degree of approximation

to nature is different. It does not necessarily follow that the theory with

a poorer degree of approximation is not a useful one. Often accurate theories

are not used because their accuracy is not warranted or their application is

too difficult. In general , the more closely the mathematical theory approximates

nature the less susceptible the equations of that theory are to solution. One

is very often faced with the choice of obtaining approximate solutions to exact

mathematical models or exact solutions to approximate models.

We now list the mathematical theories which are commonly used to

describe the plasma state :-

(i) Plasma simulation: This entails the application of numerical analysis

techniques to plasma physics. Simulation proceeds from a model in

which the dynamics of discrete charged masses (in one, two or three

dimensions) are followed by solving the individual particle equation

of motion. The fields are regularly recalculated from the particle

positions and velocities and the system evolves self-consistently.

This is indeed an attempt to solve the self-consistent plasma equations.

At the present time computers are only capable of following S 500,000

particles. Thus one deals with only hundreds of thousands of particles

in attempting to simulate systems containing, say, 10 -10 particles.

A consequence of this is that the fluctuations in the electric field

(the microfield component) is jften much larger than the corresponding

quantity in a real plasma. If one is not careful, the influence of the

mlcrofields may get so large as to swamp the macroscopic, collective

motions that one is searching for.
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Nevertheless, the results of these computer experiments are still often

quite useful and are of great help in understanding plasma phenomena.

As the capacity of future computer increases, so will the use of plasma

simulation.

(ii) Statistical description: In the statistical approach to studying the

behaviour of a plasma, one recognises that the macroscopic properties of

the plasma are due to the average behaviour of many individual particles,

each of which obeys the usual laws of mechanics.

(iii) Fluid description: In the fluid description of a plasma it is assumed

that the plasma can be treated as if it were composed of intermingled

continuous fluids: the electrons comprise one conducting fluid, the

positive ions another conducting fluid and the neutral particles comprise

the third, electrically non-conducting fluid. The equation of hydro-

hynamics are applied to describe the behaviour of these fluids. The

three fluids interact with one another via electron-ion, electron-neutral

and ion-neutral collisions.

(iv) Single-particle or orbit theory: In this model, it is assumed that there

is no interaction between the charged particles; the charged particles

interact only with given, externally applied electric and magnetic fields.

The motion of the particles in these given fields is studied. Since

particle interactions are neglected, collective plasma motions cannot

be described by means of this theory. Whilst more appropriate to

describing the physics of gas discharges, the model does help to provide

physical insight into complicated plasma phenomena.

7. PARTICLE ORBIT THEORY

Since orbit theory can provide an insight into quite complicated plasma

phenomena, we will outline a few of its results at this point.

General equation of motion for an isolated charged particle

The general equation of motion for an isolated charged particle of mass m and

charge q placed in an electromagnetic field is:-



dv
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E + v x B

F is called the Lorentz force acting on the charged particle. We assume that

the motion of the particle is non-relativistic.

Constant uniform magnetic field

The simplest problem in orbit theory is that of the motion of a charged particle

in a constant, spatially uniform magnetic field.

F = mj£ = q (v x B)

Taking the scalar product of v with each side of this equation, we obtain:-

v • m — = q v • (v x B)

•+

-*• d v • • " " * • -*•

i.e. m v • — = 0 since the vector (v x B) is perpendicular to v.

Now,
d -+ -\ -+ dv , dv •+

d¥ (v ' v) " v * IE + dF • v

l £ (V- v)

i .e . -r- l^mv2 = 0

Thus the kinetic energy of the particle, W, is constant

W = -j JKV2 = constant in time

A charged particle cannot gain energy when travelling in a magnetic field.

This result is not surprising since the force acting on the particle, q(vxB),

i s at all times perpendicular to the velocity of the particle and, consequently,

does no work on i t . Note that this conservation of kinetic energy is not
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restricted to uniform magnetic fields - we have not invoked the spatial uniformity

of the magnetic field in the above argument.

Let us consider a charged particle moving in a uniform magnetic field

and let us suppose that its initial velocity is not perpendicular to B

v = v sin

v.. = v cos 0

v can be resolved into two components:

= v cos<p parallel to B

and
= v sine perpendicular to B

Examination of the equation of motion shows that there can be no

acceleration of the particle in the direction of B. (To see this, take the

scalar product of each side of the equation of motion with a unit vector pointing

in the direction of B). Thus,

v = v coscf) = constant

Hence since we already know that v2 is constant in time and now we know that v
it

is constant, it follows that v is also constant in time.

As far as motion perpendicular to B is concerned, there is a constant

force which acts in a direction perpendicular to both v and B. The resultant

motion is a circular motion in a plane perpendicular to B. The centripetal force

experienced by the particle is qv B and, by Newton's Second Law,

2

qv^B
mv

where r is the radius of the circular motion. Thus,
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qB

This quantity is called the gyro-radius while the angular frequency, to, given by

is called the gyro-frequency. Note that u is independent of v..

It is straightforward to show that the sense of rotation of electrons

and ions in a magnetic field are opposite. A positive ion rotates in a

clockwise direction if its path is viewed against the magnetic field while an

electron moves in the opposite direction.

Positive particle Negative particle

B pointing out of plane of paper

We note that a charged particle moving on a circle gives rise to an

electric current. The direction of the current due to the motion of electrons

and ions in a given magnetic field is the same because particles of different

signs move in opposite directions. Each microscopic ring current associated

with the circular motion of a charged particle is itself a source of a

magnetic field. This field is always opposite to the direction of the

external field producing the circular motion. The circulating particle

behaves as if it were trying to reduce the field forcing it into the

circular path. The magnitude of the magnetic field due to the circular

motion of an electron or ion is very small. However, if the density of the

charged particles is high enough, the resultant magnetic field may appreciably

reduce the external field in the region occupied by the particles. Thus, in

a certain sense, a plasma is diamagnetic
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Summarizing, we see that the motion of a charged particle in a

uniform magnetic field consists of a uniform translation and a uniform rotation;

the particle thus traces out a helical path in the direction of B. The sense of

the helix depends on the sign of the charge. We can think of the particle as

being "tied" to a magnetic line of force.

Mechanisms which allow charged particles to move across magnetic lines of force

(i) Collisions

Consider a charged particle moving in a uniform magnetic field. We

have seen that an isolated particle can move freely only in the

direction of the lines of force. The presence of other particles,

however, changes the situation. As a result of collisions, the

particle can now be displaced across lines of force. In each such

collision, the particle is displaced only through a distance of the

order of a gyro-radius.

..Collision

^Collision

(ii) Electric field perpendicular to magnetic field

When an electric field having a component perpen'icular to the magnetic

field is present, the particle path consists of a helical motion with

a superimposed drift at constant velocity in a direction perpendicular

both to the magnetic field and to the component of the electric field.

The mechanism which results in this drift of a charged particle across

a magnetic field can be readily understood from a qualitative point of

view. Consider a positively charged particle rotating about a line of

force in a magnetic field directed upward and perpendicular to this

page.
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E

i

B out of plane

of paper

If an electric field is applied in the direction shown, the

positive particle will be accelerated as it moves in part A of its

circular motion and decelerated in part B. By virtue of the fact

that the radius of curvature of the path is proportional to the

velocity (recall that r = mv ) , the radius is increased at points

W
a and decreased at b. The nett result is that the positive particle

follows a cycloidal path and drifts to the right.

For an electron the rotation in the same magnetic field is in the

opposite direction to that of a positive particle but it is clear

from the following diagram that the drift will also be to the right.

E

A
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We thus have the important result that the direction of drift is

independent of the charge of the particle. The magnitude of the

constant drift velocity is given by

(iii) Inhomogeneous magnetic field

If the magnetic field has a strength which varies in space, then a

charged particle can drift across the lines of force by a mechanism

which we now make clear bv considering the simple case of a magnetic

field with a gradient perpendicular to the local direction of the

field lines.

Again suppose the magnetic field is directed upward from the plane of

this page and let the gradient be in a perpendicular direction as shown

in the following diagram.

Increasing
magnetic field

A

B out of plane of paper

Where the magnetic field is stronger, the radius of curvature of the

path is smaller than average in accordance with

L qB '

on the other hand, where the field is weaker, the radius of

curvature is greater. The result is that a positive particle

follows a cycloidal path and drifts to the left as shown.
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The effect on an electron is shown in the following diagram.

ncn
agn<

A

Increasing
magnetic field

It is important to note that the drift due to magnetic field

gradients is in opposite directions for positive and negative

particles.

As an example of particle drifts in an inhomogeneous field, we will

now consider the motion of charged particles in a toroidal magnetic

field. This particular magnetic field configuration is a promising

one from the poinf of view of magnetic containment of a plasma. It

can be produced by passing current through a solenoid wound around

a toroidal vessel.
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Let us apply Ampere's law to a circular path such as that shown

dotted in the above diagram. By symmetry the induction B is tangent

to the path and its line integral around the closed path is 2itRB where

R is the radius of the path. Each turn of the solenoid passes once

through the area bounded by the dotted path and the total current

through the area is Ni where N is the number of turns in the solenoid

and i is the current passing through the solenoid. Then from Ampere's

law,

2-KB = N'i

Ni
B =

2 R
constant

R

The magnetic induction is thus inhomogeneous since its value at any

point is inversely proportional to the distance R of that point from

the major axis of the torus.

It is readily seen tnat positive particles will tend to drift in one

direction, perpendicular to the plane of the torus, while the electrons

will tend to drift in the opposite direction. The resulting space

charge will produce an electric field which, acting in conjunction

with the magnetic field, will cause the plasma as a whole to drift in

a direction perpendicular to both fields. We leave it as an exercise

to show that the direction of this plasma drift is towards the outer

wall of the torus.

Magnetic mirrors

We now wish to examine the motion of charged particles in magnetic fields where

the gradient in field strength is predominantly longitudinal. An example of such

a field configuration is shown in the following diagram.
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Recall that W «• -j mv2 remains constant even for this non-uniform field.

It turns out that a particle moving along this field will spiral

around in such a manner that it encloses a constant amount of magnetic flux

i.e. <|> •= BA = BTr2 = constant

Now mvj
r = —r—

qB

and hence,

constant

Since the mass and charge of a particle remain constant, the quantity

also remains constant.

As a charged particle moves in a helical path along a field line,

if the magnetic field increases, v, will also increase, but at the expense

of v since v remains constant. Thus the particle velocity in the direction

of the magnetic field, v , will be decreased and may actually be reduced to

zero, or reversed.

Such a magnetic field configuration is called a magnetic mirror and

can be found both in nature and in the laboratory. For example, certain

regions of the earth's magnetic field form magnetic mirrors within which are

trapped energetic ions and electrons (>~-he Van Allen radiation belts) while the

study of the containment of hot laboratory plasmas between magnetic mirrors

remains an important component of the world-wide fusion programme.
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8. PRESSURE BALANCE, THE DEFINITION OF B AND DIFFUSION

Because a magnetic field restricts the motion of charged particles,

it may be used to prevent a plasma from coding into contact with the walls of

a containing vessel. In the following diagram, a fully ionized, uniform

density plasma is shown occupying a cylindrical volume inside a tube whose

axis is parallel to the direction of an external confining magnetic field

B . For reasons associated with the production or the stabilization of the

plasma, there usually exists a field, B , within the plasma; this field Is

also shown in the diagram.

' e
>

Plasma

__ „ >.
->-

^ -y B

If the plasma particles did not collide with each other, each of them

could move freely only in the direction of the lines of force. Consequently

the plasma-field configuration would not change from that depicted above. A

relationship between the plasma parameters, n and T, and the magnitude of the

magnetic fields can be obtained from a consideration of the pressure balance

which must hold if the system is to reiiain in mechanical equilibrium. If the

lines of force are straight and parallel, then we can associate an electrodynamic

pressure /2]iQ with the magnetic fields. Pressure balance then dictates that
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V
2v~ = P

o

where p is the plasma k ine t i c pressure given by

2nkT (the factor 2 accounting for both the ion
and electron gases)

In the field of fusion physics there exists a dimensionless r a t i o ,

3 , which is defined as follows

In terms of 6, the pressure balance equation may be written

B,

S has a maximum value of 1 which occurs for the ideal case of a perfectly

diamagnetic plasma from which the magnetic field has been completely excluded.

Note that low-B plasmas are almost completely permeated with magnetic field.

The factor B is a measure of how efficiently magnetic field is utilized in a

fusion reactor. Reactor feasibility studies indicate that B must be greater

than about 0.15 otherwise the cost of producing that field which permeates

the plasma - and which does not aid in its confinement - becomes prohibitive.

The situation is quite different when collisions between the plasma

particles take place. Since collisions allow the particles the freedom to cross

the magnetic field, a diffusion process occurs where the plasma which originally

occupied a clearly defined region in the magnetic field spreads out until it

eventually reaches the wall of the vessel. This diffusive dispersion of the

plasma gives rise to a change in its concentration and this in turn leads to

a change in the magnetic field within the plasma. From particle orbit theory
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we see that a decrease in concentration leads to a reduction in the dimragrietic

effect and therefore to an increas"- in the internal magnetic field. This reBult

is in accord with the prediction of pressure balance which must scill hold in

this situation.
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Magnetohydrodynaniic Power Generation

1. INTRODUCTION D.W. George

In the previous talk on conventional electricity generation it was

pointed out that from one and a half to two times the energy usefully converted

to electricity is wasted as thermal losses due to the limitations placed on

the upper temperature in the heat cycle by steam turbine design. Higher

temperatures are possible with the direct combustion gas turbine but erosion

of the turbine blading still represents a serious materials limitation. In

the magnetohydrodynamic (m.h.d.) concept of power generation, the need for

turbine blading is removed completely by passing the hot products of combustion

directly through a magnetic field at high velocity - the gas itself thus acts

as the electrical conductor and the reaction force is experienced directly in

the body of the gas. Since the temperature of combustion can now be raised

to more than 2500 C, overall effi

increased to 60% or even higher.

to more than 2500 C, overall efficiencies of conversion can theoretically be

For the gases to be electrically conducting they must be in a plasma

state and the first attempts to apply this concept in the 1930's failed from

a lack of knowledge of plasma physics. The post-war interes-ts in CTR and

space research led to a fuller understanding of the conditions under which

sufficient ionization would be provided in the gases and serious m.h.d.

research recommenced around 1960. In this talk the principles of m.h.d.

power generation will be outlined and an indication given of the present

state-of-the-art. Although fossil fuels are seen as the primary source for

m.h.d. power, it is feasible that fission nuclear reactor energy could also

be converted to electricity in this way. Also, as demonstrated by Faraday,

liquid metal conductors generate voltages when passed through magnetic fields

and a further possibility for m.h.d. power is the liquid metal closed cycle

system.

Since in all the above methods the turbine and the electrical generator

are combined into the one unit the process becomes more "direct" than the
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conventional route and forms one of the interesting approaches to "direct

energy conversion". It is expected that high school physics students will have

heard of this research which includes other possibilities such as fuel cells,

thermionic and thermoelectric convertors, etc. They should thus be assisted

to gain a clear understanding of the scientific principles involved as well as

of the problems yet to be overcome.

2. ELECTRICAL RELATIONSHIPS

The basic arrangement of an m.h.d. generator duct with its equivalent

electric circuit is shown in Figure 1. The generated voltage due to electro-

magnetic induction is given by E = u By and the terminal voltage V will be

less than E when current flows, due to the internal voltage drop in the gas

resistance R •
6

Figure 1. Sketch showing uniform cross-section
m.h.d. duct and equivalent circuit (ref. 1)

For the case of E and R constant, it is well known that the power

extracted from the source varies from a maximum of E 2/R to zero as the load
eq g
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resistance K. is varied from zero to infinity (see Figure 2). The output

povet P rises to a maximum when !L = R and the shaded area represents the

power absorbed in the internal resistance R .
g

Thus, in conventional power sources operation is normally such that

IL >> R , both to improve regulation and to avoid the inefficiency which

would result from excessive armature resistance losses. It is normally only

in communication systems that one finds application of the 'matching theorem' ,

i.e., in systems where the cost of power is small compared to overall costs,

and the benefits of maximum power transfer outweigh the above disadvantages.

:-"i 2S,

'\

0 «. R —
a, bt c : efficiency, output power and extracted power as a function of load resistance.
d, t: output power and extracted power, far the case of compressible flow and

identical open circuit voltage.

Figure 2. Output and Efficiency Curves, (ref. 1)

In the case of the plasma converter using gases at temperatures of the

order of 3000°K the resistance R remains relatively high despite the large

cross sectional path for current flow. For this reason optiieum operation will

occur much closer to "matched" conditions than for conventional generators

with, however, the distinctive difference that the internal resistive loss is

now returned to the working fluid as available heat.

Since our interest is primarily in conditions of operation near this
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'matched' point, it is convenient to plot the output power as a function of the

terminal voltage, as in Figure 3.

w

(a' incomprrswble flow,
>> compressible flow with same inlet conditions as in 'a

Figure 3. Output Power as Function of Terminal Voltage V
(ref. 1)

Substituting the value of R = 2,/ayz into the expression for the maximum

power output, P = E /4R , gives:

P =
in

Thus the maximum power output is directly proportional to the volume of

the converter and the electrical conductivity and to the square of the gas

velocity and the magnetic flux density. Conventional machines have outputs only

directly proportional to the peripheral velocity and magnetic flux density, but

the conductivity of their metal inductors (- 10B mho/m) is many orders of

magnitude larger than the values to be expected for gaseous conductors (.- 100 mho/m),

The power densities possible overall are equivalent to or better than those

possible in conventional generators and some typical values for V are shown

plotted in Figure 4.
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f? !

J > tttciK!*rrris:t'Ui fit-*

Figure 4. Maximum Power Output P as Function of
Duct Length I. (ref. m l ) .

In practice gas dynamic considerations influence the above simple

treatment quite dramatically because of the compressibility of the working

medium and the changing properties of state (temperature, pressure, etc.)

as energy is removed from th . P,AS flow. The influence of compressibility is

indicated in the earlier Figures 2, 3 and 4 for the case of a constant cross-

section duct, for which the gas velocity increases along the duct as the load

is applied until reaching sonic speed (choking). Choking can be avoided in

practice by using variable cross-section ducts.

3. THERMAL CYCLES

Since the action of the m.h.d. generator becomes less efficient as the

temperature drops and finally ceases when the gas no longer remains a plasma,

a considerable fraction of the input thermal energy remains in the exit gases

and for base load generation it is proposed that a conventional steam plant or

a gas turbine should be coupled with the m.h.d. unit to achieve high overall

efficiency. The m.h.d. cycle thus acts as a topping unit in an analogous way

to a binary cycle (using two Rankine cycles with working media of different
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properties) such as that tried with mercury in the U.S.A. in the 1930's. The

principle of the binary cycles is shown in Figure 5, the heat rejection from the

high-temperature cycle being used as the energy source for the low temperature

cvcle.

. - >,:. ".:..'

i-ii \

Figure 5. Binary vapour power system (ref. 5)

To reach the high temperatures required for the inlet conditions of the

m.h.d. duct when using fossil fuels, combustion with either oxygen or pre-heated

air or a mixture of both is necessary. Since the exit conditions from the m.h.d.

duct are above those required for the steam plant it is possible to use this

energy for air pre-heating before passing to the boiler although the conditions

are more severe than met with in current heat exchanger design. The overall

cycle for an m.h.d. power station is shown in Figure 6, with an indication of

the temperatures at each stage of the cycle.

A simplified T-S diagram for the oombined m.h.d. - steam cycle plant

shown in Figure 6 is given in Figure 7.
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t

Figure 6. Diagram of an Open Cycle Converter (ref. 1)

No/7le

MHO generator

3

DifTiiser

I inn<|i\

Figure 7. A simplified temperature entropy (TS) diagram for
the combined plant shown in Figure 6.
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4, ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY

In a proceeding l ec tu re , the pr incip les of thermal ionizat ion in a gas

and the dependence of the e l e c t r i c a l conductivity on ionizat ion p o t e n t i a l ,

pressure, gas composition, e t c . , were discussed. To achieve the plasma s t a t e

with combustion gases i t is necessary to "seed" the gas witt a compound of

X (V4 = i.32eV) or Cs (3.87eV), typ ica l choices being potass!...m carbonate

or potassium sulphate . It ran be shewn that onlv a small pa r t i a l pressure

o: seed is required - in fact , excessive seeding r e s u l t s eventually in a

lowering of e l e c t r i c a l conduct ivi ty . Some curves of conductivi ty of combustion

gases with 1% K. seeding at pressures from 10 " to 10 atmospheres are given in

Figure 8. The cost of seeding and the problems a r i s i n g from i t s recovery,

together with poss ib le corrosive e f fec ts of a l k a l i metals have to be taken

into account in economic assessments of m.h.d. power.

OOOr
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Figure 8. Electrical conductivity of a combustion
gas plus 1 per cent potassium (ref. 6)
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A major problem in the design of the m.h.d. ducts arises due to the

relatively large Hall effecffiin such plasmas - these are proportional to

the magnetic field strength (which one wishes to raise as high as possible

for high power densities) but decrease with increased gas pressure. The Hall

effect causes a voltage to be generated in the direction of the gas flow

which would be shorted &ut by long axial electrodes with conseou&r.t losses

and a serious drop in performance. This is overcome in practice by segmenting

the electrodes and connecting the output eit^^r as a Faraday generator

(Figure 9a) or a Hall generator ^Figure 9b).

B

TT
' i 1

n f i n
r1! tcb_uMi i • ] j i

•- ' :*i r i
L.4 LJ I J LJ UXJ

(a) (b)

Figure 9. Segmented elecLrode arrangements for overcoming Hall
losses in tn.h.d. ducts

5. PRACTICAL ASPECTS

Many challenging engineering problems require solutions in the design

of m.h.d. ducts and associated components. Both electrodes and insulating

side walls are subjected to severe heat fluxes. In tne case of the side

walls water-cooled hexagonal metallic pegs insulated from each other have

been found quite successful due to the cooled boundary layers thereby

provided. For the electrode surfaces a cold boundary layer severely

limits the current transfer capacity and erosion follows from the arc

spots caused at high current densities. Thin layers of stabilized

zirconia on a metal base become adequate electron emitters when heated

in the gas stream and have been used with success. In another concept,

erosion is compensated for by adding sufficient zirconia to the gas stream
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in the burner to strike a balance between the erosion and deposit rates, A

diagram of such a duct is shown in Figure 10.

POWER TAKE-OFF
TERMINALS

WATE R

JUT - ^

MAGNETIC
FIELD

WATER PAW.C.E

TIM I

F U £ L ELECTftQDE
INJEffOPS nr^c;,,:.

QEPOSlTO REFRACTORY 7

INSULATOR ,

WATER PASSAGE - H"-

Jhr
REINFORCED

PLASTIC
T fP ICAL INSULATOP WALL

SUPERSONIC
NOZZLE

COMBUSTION CHAMBER —

; O'\DIZ€R

SEED

Figure 10. Combustion fired m.h.d. duct design (ref. 3)

Superconducting magnets are proposed for large m.h.d. generators, although

existing experiments mostly use large iron-cored designs, limiting the values of

flux density to about 21.

One of the major attractions of m.h.d. is the possibility of reduced air

pollution from the use of fossil fuels. A large fraction of the particulate

emission from conventional plants is due to unburnt fuel. This will be greatly

reduced in an m.h.d. plant due to higher combustion chamber temperature and

pressure. Furthermore, as an integral part of the process, particulate matter

in the effluent gas will be removed by careful electrostatic precipitation.
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This is done because of the economic necessity for recovery of the alkali

seed added to enhance the electrical conductivity of the combustion gases.

Highly efficient removal of particulate matter (in excess of 99%) is,

therefore, ensured with the tn.h.d. process, and equipment for this is always

part of the plant equipment.

Effective control over the oxides of nitrogen and sulphur is also

expected. The two possible approaches for the control of NO are:
X

(i) To minimize the NO in the effluent by using a slightly

rich fuel with completion of the combustion downstream

of the m.h.d. generator. Fuel-rich combustion reduces

the concentration and enhances the decay of NO because

less oxygen is available and reducing agents are formed

in the gas. This is practical in an m.h.d. system because

it intrinsically provides a precise control of the

combustion process in its separate, relatively small,

high-intensity, pressurized combustion chamber which

produces a homogeneous gas. This is to be contrasted with

the huge furnaces of conventional boilers where combustion

is coupled with steam generation, and highly non-uniform

conditions result which make it difficult to exercise

precise control of the combustion.

(ii) To maximize the nitrogen oxides in the effluent so that

recovery of fixed nitrogen becomes economically attractive.

Experimental work at the AVCO Corporation has demonstrated

that it is possible to attain from 1 to 1-1/2% of NO as

fixed nitrogen in the effluent gas by burning with a

stoichiometric mixture or with a slight amount of excess

air. Under such conditions, the rapid expansion and

subsequent cooling of the gas in the m.h.d. generator

fix the amount of NO formed in.the burner. This high

concentration renders the economic recovery of fixed

nitrogen very attractive. Its recovery can be combined

with removal of sulphur from the gas.
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The r e s u l t s of some American studies of the use of m.h.d. for

pollut ion control are given below (ref. 4)

Comparison of Stack Emission from Conventional
Steam Power Plants and M.H.D. Porcer Plants of 1Q0Q MW Capacity,

Burning Coal with 3% sulphur ( ref . 4)

Pol lu tants emission (tonnes per day)

Conventional Steam M.H.D.

3 3 a )

45OC)

8OC)

3 b)

3 d )

4 e )

Particulate Matter

Sulphur Oxides (SO )

Nitrogen Oxides (NO )

Notes:

a) Recommended dust emission control in accordance with ASME standard
No. APS-1, November, 1968

b) 99.9% efficient seed recovery and gas cleaning system

c) Emission factors from Public Health Service Publication No. 999-AP-42

d) 25 ppm SO- in effluent gas from chemical recovery system.

e) 50 ppm NO in effluent gas from chemical recovery system,
x

Sone very large m.h.d. experiments have been carried out and will be

illustrated by slides during this talk. The largest of these is the Russian

25MW pilot plant designated U25 which has its output coupled to the Moscow

grid.

6. CLOSED-CYCLE M.ri.D. POWER

In comparison with the effort spent in developing open-cycle fossil-

fueled m.h.d., only a small effort has been expended on the adaptation of

m.h.d. principles to nuclear power. Nevertheless some interesting work
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particularly on achieving the plasma state at quite low temperatures has

resulted from these enquiries. Because a closed cycle is necessary, a much

wider choice of working medium is possible and He coolants, seeded with pure

Cs vapour are the most probable. Argon has better electrical properties, but

He is more suitable for nuclear reactors since Ar becomes activated and is a

poorer heat transfer medium,

Operation below 2000 K is feasible only because of a peculiar property

of noble gases in being nearly transparent to electrons. This neans that

electrons can get accelerated in electric Lelds to much higher than average

kinetic energy. This is equivalent to a ': ,̂her electron temperature resulting

in enhanced ionization at low temperature ind thus providing electrical

conductivities several orders up on equilioriurn values. At the same time

however, ionization instability has been found to be a problem and can cause

a decrease in the effective plasma conductivity. Successful experiments with

m.h.d. ducts using non-equilibrium ionization have been carried out at Franscati

in Italy,

One of the major pro1 \ems is due to wall insulation breakdown and

inter-electrode flaahover caused by seed vapour deposits. In the open cycle

generators the corrosive atmosphere of the combustion plasma helps in keeping

the chamber vails clean. However in the inert atmosphere of a closed cycle

plant the alkali vapours form molecular layers on the surfaces. This effect

can be largely overcome by suitable choice of materials and by heating the

walls and electrodes.

The prospects for closed-cytle plasma m.h.d. depend to a great extent

on the development of high-temperature gas-cooled nuclear reactors. At the

moment top gas temperatures are around 900 C (with ceramic fuel elements

reaching peak temperatures of 1250°C and He coolants) but developments in

the U.S.A. and Western Europe are aiming at still higher temperatures with

gas turbines in mind, even if not m.h.d.

Liquid metal open-cycle m.h.d. processes have not advanced beyond the

experimental stage and the major problem has proved to be the development of
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an effective prime mover. In 1971 the first complete closed-cycle m.h.d. plant

with an injection-type accelerating device was started up in the U.S.S.R. at the

Krzizhanowsky Institute of Power Engineering in Moscow. Extensive programmes

are also in progress in West Berlin and at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in the

U.S.A.
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Figure 11. Comparison of Heat Rejection from Thermal
Power Plants (ref. 2)

7. CONCLUSION

The potential advantages of m.h.d. power generation have led to a

world-wide research and development activity which is likely to be accelerated

through the recent information exchange agreement signed by the U.S.S.R. and

the U.S.A. Both improved efficiency in the use of fossil fuels and reduced

thermal pollution are attractive targets, as seen from Figure 11.comparing

fossil and nuclear systemst and reduced chemical pollution from the exhaust

gases should be possible. The research effort required to accomplish these is

not going to be small, although a significant amount of research has already been

accomplished as seen from the summary in the Appendix.
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It might be noted in passing that m.h.d. processes are also of

interest for fusion research programmes because if successful these would

provide plasmas of much higher energies than any present system for releasing

primary energy, and direct conversion (of all but the neutron energy) is an

attractive proposition.
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APPENDIX

Main Parameters of Some MHD I n s t a l l a t i o n s

* * *
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THE FUSION REACTOR

1. Basic Principles M.H. Brennan

Solar energy comes from the release of nuclear energy In the fusion

of hydrogen nuclei to form helium (in two, rather complex, reaction chains).

In the fusion reactor, similar nuclear reactions involving light nuclei can

in principle be used to provide energy for electricity production (or for other

purposes, such as the production of hydrogen as a secondary source of energy).

The reaction involving ordinary hydrogen is too sl->w to be of use in the fusion

reactor; the reactions that are of interest are shown in Table 1.

Table 1

Reaction

2H + \ *

\ + ^ <

hi + 3He +

Nucleai

4He(3

' 3He(0

H (1

4He(3

.5) +

.82) H

1 reactions
the fusion

n(14.1)

I- n(2.45)

.01) + p(3.02)

.6) + o (14.7)

of interest for
reactor

Threshold plasma
temperature*

10 keV

50keV

100 keV

Average energy
gain per fusion

1800

180

' Energies (in MeV) of reaction products are given in brackets.

Plasma temperatures are frequently expressed in electron volts:

T (in eV) = kT (in degrees K), where k is Boltzmann's constant.

Thus, a temperature of 10 keV corresponds to T * 108K.

The larger energy released in the D-I (deuterium-tritium) reaction,

and the lower threshold energy, make it more favourable than the D-D or the
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reactions. The first reactor system will therefore use a 50/50 mixture

of deuterium and tritium as the fu^l. The tritium is not a naturally-

Occurring isotope (except in trace quantities) and so must be bred in the

reactor.

For the reactions to proceed, particle energies of 10-20 keV must

be achieved (to overcome the electrostatic repulsion of the two nuclei).

Even at these energies most of the collisions simply result in a scattering;

only a very small fraction of the collisions result in a nuclear reaction.

There are thus two basic requirements that must be met before we can hope to

extract useful energy from the fusion reaction.

First, we n.ust heat the fuel to a very high temperature so as to

achieve the desired particle energies. For the D-T reaction the temperature

is 108K, some ten times the temperature at the centre of the sun.

Second, we must confine the particles for a sufficiently iong time

to enable us to extract more energy from the nuclear reactions than the

energy used (and lost) in heating and containing the fuel. Detailed

calculations show that the break-even condition can be expressed as the

Lawson criterion:

nT > 10 "* cm"3 s,

3
where n is the particle density (cm ) and T is the confinement time (seconds) .

Scientific feasibility of the fusion reactor thus requires heating

a deuterium/tritium plasma to a temperature of ~108K and achieving a particle

confinement time greater than that given by the Lawson criterion. Major

technological problems, in addition to those associated with plasma heating

and confinement, include the achievement of ultra-high vacuum conditions

(before injection of the fuel) to minimize energy losses caused by impurities,

arrangements for breeding tritium (through neutron-induced reactions in lithium)

and a means of converting the energy released into electricity.

In the following sections we discuss some of the more promising

approaches towards achieving fusion conditions; review the current status and



prospects of the fusion programme; and briefly discuss some of the engineering

aspects of the fusion reactor.

2. Confinement and heating schemes

The problem of confining the hot plasma has been tackled in a variety

of ways. At this point of time there are tiro major alternative approaches -

magnetic confinement and inertia! confinement. Whereas magnetic confinement

schemes have been under consideration for some considerable time, inertial

confinement is at a very preliminary stage at the present time. Nevertheless

a very considerable programme is underway to assess its merits. Most of the

effort is concentrated on the laser fusion approach, although high energy/high

current electron beams are also under study. In the inertial confinement

approach, heating is achieved by the very rapid and high compression of an

initially solid target; the densities and temperatures thus achieved

(-10z6 cm 3 and ~IO8K) are then sufficient (in principle) for a ret gain

of energy from the ensuing nuclear reactions before the reacting plasma has

time to expand significantly. This process is repeated at a high repetition

rate to achieve the desired average power output; one has, in effect, a

series of small explosions.

This approach requires the development of very high power, fast,

efficient lasers with a high degree of reliability.

In the magnetic confinement approach, a suitably shaped magnetic field

configuration confines the reacting plasma, preventing it from striking the

walls of the vacuum vessel. Confinement becomes better as the plasma

temperature increases and collisions between particles occur less frequently;

the particles are "tied" to the magnetic field lines.

Here, the concept of magnetic pressure is useful: the plasma kinetic

pressure (nkT) is balanced by the magnetic field pressure Indeed, at
\2u

least for the simplest case of straight magnetic field lines, the sum of these

two pressures is constant in the equilibrium situation.
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This concept allows us to determine the minimum magnetic field

required to confine a thermonuclear plasma: We simply equate the two

pressures -

# = nkX.

Taking n = 2 x (typical of low density systems such as the Tokamak)
9Kand T = 109K, we find B : 1.2T.

The complications of complex field configurations and currents in the

plasma raise the fields required in the fusion reactor to values as high ae

l̂ T and the ratio, S, of plasma pressure to magnetic field pressure then

becomes a measure of the efficienty (and hence the cost) of a particular field

configuration.

The various magnetic confinement schemes can be classified according

to the value of 5 and into open field configurations - those in which the magnetic

field lines do not close within the plasma volume - and closed field configurations

in which each field line remains within the plasma volume. Some of the major

systems are classified in this way in Table II.

Table II

Major types of magnetic confinement systems

B = nkT

B2/2u

Field
configuration Open Closed

low 3

(< 0.1)
Mirror machine Tokamak,

stellarator

High B

(> 0.1)

Straight 0-pinch Toroidal z-pinch &
belt pinch
High-3 stellarato\-
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Let us now look at two or three of these systems.

The z-pinch is one of the simplest approaches to fusion. In the
simplest linear version, a large, rapidly-rising current is carried by the
plasma and this current alone serves to heat and confine the plasma. The
heating arises from the compression caused by the interaction between the

- * • _ * .

plasma current (j ) and the field produced by that current (BQ); the
•+ -*• z b

resulting ] x B . radial force drives the current-carrying plasma rapidly

inwards. Equilibrium is achieved when the pressure of the Bfl-field balances

the increased plasma pressure.

Unfortunately, this simple system is inherently unstable - in

particular, to the kink and sausage instabilities - and stability has to be

sought through the addition of a suitable axial magnetic field and, usually,

conducting vacuum-vessel walls. Despite these difficulties, some excellent

results have been achieved quite recently at Los Alamos. The Flinders group

is currently commissioning a small z-pinch experiment.

In the 9-plnch, an orthogonal situation exists: a j. current
o

induced in the plasma by an external circuit interacts with the resulting

B field to produce the radial compression. Highly successful results have

been achieved with straight 8-pinches at Los Alamos and Culham, in particular.

The straight pinch, operating at densities of ~10lscm~3, is not

likely to be a major candidate for a reactor system: particle losses out the

ends keep the confinement time well below the required value except for

unreasonably long machines (~2km). Consequently, experimental and theoretical

work is in progress to investigate the characteristics of pinches in toroidal

geometry. Straight pinches operating at very high densities (and hence short

times and Megagauss fields) are also under consideration.

Magnetic miwioHA. The end losses of the open magnetic field configuration can

be reduced by strengthening the magnetic field at the ends. An example of

such an approach is the magnetic mirror, shown schematically in Figure 1.
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As we saw in Dr. Jones' lecture, plastna particles can be reflected by the

mirrors and hence prevented from escaping out the ends. More accurately,

some of the particles are trapped while others escape: the magnetic mirror

trap is somewhat "leaky".

PLASMA
COIL CURRENT

\

FIELD LINES

OPEN SYSTEM - SIMPLE MAGNETIC MIRROR

I

PLASMA

FIELD LINES

COIL

CLOSED SYSTEM • SIMPLE TORUS

Figure 1. Magnetic containment configurations

Heating of the plasma in the mirror machine can be achieved in a variety

of ways. Among the most common are energetic particle injection (the required

high temperature is achieved by injecting high energy particles into the plasma
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volume and relying on particle collisions to thermalize the particle

energies), radio-frequency heating (tor example, using the ion cyclotron

frequency or one of the many other natural frequencies of the plasma to

resonantly leed r.f. power into the plasma), and adiabatic compression

(the compression of tin- plasma by a slowlv-rising magnetic field).

The simplest and, so far, the most effective torn: of dosed

confinement system is the T-jkamak. In this systr-ir, (see Figure 1) the

plasma is contained in a torus with a strong toroidal field being provided

by external current-carrying coils . Such a system - a plasma contained in

a simple toroidal field is not stable: the curvature and inhomogeneity of
fhe fit-Id cause the electrons and ions to drift in opposite directions,

setting up an electr ic field; the resulting E x B drift drives the whole

plasma to the outside wall of the torus.

In the Tokamak, stabil i ty is achieved, and the plasma is heated,

by a large plasma current (-10MA in the fusion reactor) which twists the

magnetic field lines and allows cancellation of the electr ic field set up

by the magnetic field .inhomogeneity.

Temperatures as high as 2 x 107K and density-time products within a

factor 10 z of the Lawson criterion have already been achieved in relatively

small laboratory experiments.

3. The fusion research programme

The recent successful experiments with Tokamaks in Russia, U.S.A.,

France, Japan and England, as well as less spectacular, but nevertheless

encouraging resul ts , in small 9- and z-pinches and several other systems,

have led to a marked expansion of the international programme. From the

scientif ic feasibi l i ty point of view the situation is summarised in Figure 2

where we see the places held by the various major approaches with respect to

the Lawson cri terion. (A few years ago the points would have clustered much

further to the left-hand bottom corner of the figure!)
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Figure 2. Performance of some major fusion research installations
compared with scientific feasibility requirements

(T = lOkeV, nt = 101"1 cm"3s).

Source: Joint Committee on Atomic Energy-Hearings on
status of thermonuclear research programme in the
United States (November, 1971).

Briefly, thermonuclear temperatures have already been achieved in

laboratory plasmas and confinement times in Tokamaks and straight pinches,

if extrapolated to reactor conditions, look very promising. However, there

remain many unresolved questions of basic physics and technology. These will

be tackled jointly* during the next ten to twenty years. As a f irst step into

The joint approach, including technological studies at this relatively early
stage, reflects both confidence in the ultimate success of the programme and
the urgency of finding a new source of energy for electricity production.
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the technological studies, the European Community and the United States each

plans to build a large Tokamak at a cost of $50-100M.

4. The fusion reactor

Finally,let us look briefly at what the fusion reactor will look like;

wnat its environmental impact will be; what the fuel supply situation will be

like. We will assume that it will be of the Tokamak type, although it is

important to realise that there are other possibilities including, in particular,

Some relatively small systems generating as little as a few hundred megawatts.

A schematic diagram of a 2500MW(e) fusion reactor is shown in Figure 3.

We note some of the major features and their associated technological problems.

1. The vacuum vessel wall must have high resistance to damage from the

intense neutron flux and heat and energetic particles escaping from the

plasma; it is preferable if the radioactivity induced in the wall

material has a short half-life. Vanadium appears to be a suitable

material.

2. Tritium breeding and the first loop of the heat exchanger can be

combined quite successfully, as indicated in the Figure. The choice

of blanket material appears to lie between lithium metal and flibe -

a lithium beryllium fluoride salt.

3. The magnetic field coils will be superconductors if the required

field is -10T. Slightly lower fields would permit the use of normal

conductors, perhaps cooled to liquid nitrogen temperatures to reduce

Ohmic losses. There do not seem to be any serious technological

problems here; but the cost of this component is important in the

overall economics cf the system.

4. Several radiation ant! biological shields will be required.

5. A conventional steam turbine generator is indicated here. Some

schemes involve the use of an MHS generator. Others, for example

the magnetic mirror, permit the direct generation of electricity by

the escaping plasma particles.
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FIGURE 3 SchematJc Diagram of a 2500 MW (e) Fusion Reactor.
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The environmental impact of the fusion reactor promises to be

significantly smaller than the breeder reactor. Majcr factors in favour

of the fusion reactor are the absence of liquid waste and radioactive

isotopes of noble gases, the absence of a fuel re-processing plant and its

associated hazards, the ease of control of the reactor and the relatively

small amount of energy stored in the reactor at any one time.

The major environmental problem appears to be the possibility of

leakage of the tritium. This isotope is radioactive with a half-life of

12.3 years. Fortunately, several factors will operate to minimize the

difficulties. The most important of these is that the tritium is present

in elemental form and not in tritiated water. Any tritium escaping into

the atmosphere will therefore not find an easy path into animal and plant

life. However, further work will have to be done on this aspect of the

problem before fusion reactors are brought into operation.

Finally, there is an abundant supply of cheap fuel which is easily

processed and handled. In the early reactors, lithium will be used to breed

tritium. Using the U.S. abundance of lithium as a guide we can set the

World's lithium supplies on land as equivalent to 8,0000.. If we include

the lithium in sea water the reserves rise to 2 x 10rQ. The fuel cost

of the "land-based" lithium is an almost trivial 0.002 cents/kWh(e). The

situation in regard to deuterium is even better. It is easily extracted

from water, at an equivalent fuel cost of about 0.003 cents/kWh(e), and

the deuterium in the oceans has an energy equivalent of about 7 x 1090.

I believe that, within the next thirty years, we will see the fusion

reactor tapping this vast energy resource.
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ENERGY FROM THE SUN

1. Introduction M.G.R. Phillips

The study of utilizing solar energy directly for industrial and domestic

needs is a multidisciplinary research field involving physicists, chemists,

biologists and sociologists to mention only the most obvious participants.

Unfortunately government funding of solar energy research has been small and

progress relatively slow as a result. The cheap availability of fossil fuels

has been a main factor inhibiting the utilization of solar energy to a greater

extent. Most technical problems have been solved and some commercial systems

are already on the market. Large scale demand and production will certainly

lower the present costs and make capital intensive solar energy "plants"

competitive with more conventional systems especially as fuel prices rise.

Solar energy utilization is attractive from many points of view.

Environmentally, fewer - and in some cases, no - pollutants result. Plant

fuels which can be either burned directly or upgraded and even used in fuel

cells leave global concentrations of COj, 0_ and H_0 unaltered. Solar energy

is fairly uniformly distributed and one can conceive of systems which avoid the

transmission lines or pipes so familiar to our society. Fossil reserves have

valuable uses other than as fuels, notably in the petrochemical industry and

there is much to commend their conservation.

Techniques for utilizing solar energy are "capital intensive". The fuel

is free and renewable. Because of high initial outlay, specific devices must

t>e used for specific jobs to maximize efficiency. The key problems are to find

economic conversion methods that assure long life stable operation in the

presence of frequent and possibly extreme cyclings. The most immediate fFfect

of solar energy utilization can be expected in low grade heat applications

(below 70 C) including domestic hot water and air conditioning and in transport
2

fuels. These two categories together account for /3 of Australia's annual

energy consumption. Techniques have been deve' oped and proven and are beginning

to be cost competitive in general application. The economics of a solar energy

enterprize may be rated according to a figure of merit
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F - annual cost of fuel saved
m capital invested

Closely associated wirh the concept of fuels production from biological

materials is the problem of using urban, agricultural and forest wastes. The

latter may be burned or upgraded to useful fuels and can provide a

significant local contribution to energy needs.

Fortunately, solar energy is copiously available. It is estimated

that by 2000 AD the world's people will be consuming energv at the rate of

1Q per annum (1Q =10leBTU = 1021joules). Australia's current consumption is

2 x 10 3Q per annum. These figures are to be compared with a total yearly

insolation of 1000 Q over the whole surface of the earth. Clearly, solar

energy, even if used at low efficiency, holds the potential of providing

much if not all of our n^eds. The incentives and challenges are indeed great.

2. Utilization and Storage

Australia's energy needs fall roughly equally into the three areas of

low grade heat, transport fuels, and electricity and high grade heat. Solar

energy may eventually contribute to all, but most immediately to the first

two. To maximize efficiencies special devices are needed for specific

duties e.g. water heating, desalination, drying, electricity generation.

There is also a need for industries to develop integrated systems. A rather

obvious example is the use in sugar mills of bagasse waste to provide heat to

operate machinery. Table I outlines in general terms some areas in which

solar energy may be utilized. Detailed discussion follows in the next section

and the next lecture.

TABLE I. OUTLINE OF SOLAR ENERGY UTILIZATION - classified according to form
of energy

THERMAL - low grade heat (S6O°C) - hot air (drying)
- hot water
- building air conditioning

- medium grade heat (~120°C) - industrial hot water & low
pressure steam

- high grade heat (~500°C) - industrial processing
- high pressure steam

- turboelectric generation
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- desalination - human consumption
- for water electrolysis to Ho fuel

- naturally occuring solar thermal sources whose origin is the
sun and which we can utilize in some way

- winds
- ocean currents
- temp, gradients in oceans and deep lakes.

ELECTRICAL - by solar produced steam

- thermoelectric (Peltlet/Subeck. effects)

- photoelectric (P-N junctions)

- by utilization of naturally occurring solar thermal sources

- by fuel cell conversion of fuels produced from biological systems

FUELS ' - direct burning of plant and animal materials

- photolysis of water by plants and algae to hydrogen
(electrolysis of water)

- fermentation of plant/animal materials to hydrogen, methane,
alcohols.

- pyrolysis of biological materials to oils, gas

- chemical reduction of biological materials to oil, gas

The solar energy influx to a particular global region varies diurnally,

seasonally and somewhat randomly due to cloud cover. In addition, the incoaiing

energy density is rather low. Consequently, some systems of collecting,

concentrating and storing the energy are desirable. Collection and concentration

are dealt with in the next lecture. The problem of storage will eventually be

a major one but may be deferred by initially designing solar systems boosted by

conventional energy sources during periods of low insolation. A rather

futuristic alternative to storage is to place a satellite in stationary orbit

collecting constant solar radiation and beaming power to earth via microwaves.

Energy can be stored in several ways:

a) Electrical storage - Once energy becomes electricity it is expensive

to store. Cheap long-lived batteries have not yet been developed.

Battery storage is presently feasible only on spacecraft or in

applications where cost and life are of secondary importance. For



electrical requirements it is probably better to store energy in

some other form and reconvert back to electricity as required.

b) Mechanical storage - Elevated reservoirs of water provide attractive

energy storage for turbo-electric schemes. The Snowy Mountains

scheme uses excess off-peak power to pump water back to the higher

level. Storage of solar energy in this way would require its

intermediate conversion to some other form in order to operate the

pumps. Moreover, this scheme would be limited to suitable

geographical locations. Storage of energy by spinning flywheels

is probably impractical.

c) Thermal storage - Water, rock or pebble beds can be used for low

temperature storage and solar houses have employed this concept.

The heat capacities of these substances require large storage

volumes. More compact reservoirs for high temperature storage

might use liquid sodium and techniques have been developed for

fission reactors.

More attractive storage schemes involve the exploitation of the heat

of phase transition of some substances. The vaporization of water

can be used but involves a large volume change. The heat of hydration

of some salts such as Na-SO,•10HLO may also be used. An attractive

possibility is to use eutectlc mixtures of salts or alloys whose

degree of miscibility depends on the energy stored. It has been

estimated that for a 100QMW plant reserve thermal energy for one

sunless day would require about 3 x 10*1 m3 of eutectic - not a large

volume - and the cost is estimated to be cheaper than hydrostorage.

d) Fuel storage - Biological methods of utilizing nolar energy

"automatically" provide storage and large scale solar farming is a

Serious proposition. The fuel may be stored in concentrated form

by converting plant materials to methane, alcohols, or hydrogen.

Hydrogen is an attractive fuel and may be produced by electrolysis

of water or by other means. A possible method which has been demon-

strated in the laboratory is by direct photolysis of water in the

presence of catalytic enzymes produced by some bacteria and algae.

Hydrogen forms an excellent combustion fuel because of its high heat

value per unit mass and because no hydrocarbon pollutants result.

It may also be used in fuel cells to provide electricity with pure
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water as the by product. Fuel cells are excellent for domestic

installations but unfortunately are expensive.

The cost of liquid hydrogen is competitive even today and handling

techniques are well known. Experimental automobiles have been run on

hydrogen.

Characteristics of the sun and Solar Radiation

Some properties of the sun and its radiation are given in Table II

TABLE II. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SUN AND SOLAR RADIATION

Solar black body temperature 5900 K

Peak in solar energy spectrum 500 nm

Peak (noon) terrestrial insolation 1 KM n 2

Average (yearly) insolation (i) earth's surface 0.2 KW m 2

(il) near-earth space 1.4 KW m 2

Solar disc radius ( 4.7 x 10 3 radians

( 30' of arc

Total world insolation (per annum) 102It joules = 103Q

Total Australian insolation (per annum) 50 Q

Adelaide annual sunshine (per annum) 2400 hours
(27%)

and typical spectra are given in Figure 1.

Most of the radiation falls in the visible and near infra-red. The total

peak insolation is obtained by taking the area under the curve in Figure 1. Solar

radiation reaching the earth's surface consists of a direct component arriving from

the direction of the solar disc and a diffuse, roughly isotropic component which

has been scattered from molecules, dust, and clouds. The sum of the two is known

as the global radiation and is roughly uniform on the average for all countries in

the latitude range 50°N to 50°S. The diffuse component can be as high as 40% of

the global insolation in some regions and cannot be concentrated by focussing.
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Solar irradiation curve outside atmosphere
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FIGURE 1 : Spcctr.il distribution cuncs related to the sun; shaded areas indicate
absorption, at sea le\et, due to the atmospheric constituents shown.

The total energy consumed in Australia is about 2 x 10' joules

per annum. At this rate an area equal to 5 x 10 5 of the Australian continent

(or about 150 square miles) receives enough energy to meet our requirements.

4. Solar Energy Conversion

4.1 Direct Thermal Conversion

a) Law Temperature Applications

In this area the commercial and domestic impact of solar energy

utilization is expected to be felt earliest because system requirements are

not stringent and about one-third of Australia's total energy needs fall into

this category. Already systems have been developed in Australia for domestic

hot water heating (~60°C). These are commercially available and some 10,000

units are in use mainly in northern areas. These represent an annual energy
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saving of some 1.8 x 10J2 joules. Hot atr systems have also been developed

on an experimental basis for heating houses and industrial drying processes.

An experimental air-conditioned house has been established by the University

of Queensland. In this application an absorption refrigerator is used for air

cooling. Probably the most useful and economic domestic system will be an

integrated hot water-heating-cooling system but this has not yet been developed.

Note that the air cooling energy load is more in phase with the summer/winter

solar cycle than the heating loads.

Most solar water heaters use flat plate collectors due to their simplicity

and the fact that they collect both diffuse and direct radiation. Their overall

efficiency is about 40%. A unit capable of supplying most of an average

household's needs can be installed for about $300. This capital can be recouped

in fuel saved in 3-8 years.

An improved system capable of 95 C has been developed using several

stages of heating and absorbers optimized for each stage. Systems operating

at 120 C can be expected for industrial low pressure steam application. These

may initially require supplementary heating by non-solar sources.

Solar desalination plants have been developed for use in outback areas,

most notably at Coober Pedy. The annual output is about 1200 la 'Z pure water

at a cost of about $2 per 1000 1 which is competitive with other desalination

techniques.

b) High Temperature Applications

To obtain higher temperatures for industrial uses one will need to

concentrate solar energy using mirror or lens systems that track the sun. Some

systems using parabolic trough reflectors and capable of heating a liquid metal

heat transfer agent to about 600 C have been proposed. Solar furnaces have been

constructed in France with operating temperatures of 3000 C. These employ a

large (10m diameter) paraboloidal reflector designed to follow the sun's motion.

Concentration collectors do not utilize the diffuse radiation but can have lower

losses than flat plate collectors due to smaller heated areas.
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For 40% efficient use of energy in steam driven electricity

production, one needs steam tetcperatures close to 600°C. The present cost

of a solar powered generator operating at this temperature would far exceed

that of a conventional fuel fired stat ion, but improvements in component

design and efficiency may help. A recent proposal by Meinel in the U.S.A.

is optomistic.

In addition to the storage of heat at these high temperatures to

offset solar variations one needs to worry abcut energy transfer from

collector to boiler. A possible method is via so-called heat pipes which

use the latent heat of liquid vaporization to provide a path of high thermal

conductivity.

c) General i^inciptes

Some of the energy received by a solar heated surface is lost by

reradiation, conduction or convection. One can express the useful heat

output, H, of a collector as

H = radiation received - re-emitted radiation - other losses

or

H = a PA - eaT^A - L
1 2

It is assumed that the collector reradiates as a black body at a temperature

T.

Here P = incident radiant power ( = M times solar flux where M is the

collector concentration factor)

L = a l l losses except re-radiation

a = Stefan-Boltzmann Constant

a = absorbance of hot surface to sunlight

e = emittance of hot surface at temperature T
A = collector area

l
A = hot surface area at temperature T

For low temperature applications reradiation i s not a significant

problem. However, i t .is clear for higher temperatures that i t is important

to design a collector surface with a high absorbance to iticoming radiation
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(i.e. in the visible spectrum) but a low emittance to the largely infrared

radiation characteristic of the collector temperature T. The spectral radiation

characteristics are shown in Figure 2 as well as an absorbance - emittance

curve for an ideal collector surface. Some selective surfaces which approximate

this characteristic have been developed. The above equation places a limit on

the maximum temperature obtainable and suggests the need for developing

absorbers with a high a and a/e. The absorbers used in commercial solar water

heaters have a/e = 6 but better values can be achieved with new processes.

Radiant
Intensity

Sun (6000 K.)

Black body at 600K

0.5 1

Figure 2 (a) Relative black body spectra

Figure 2 (b) Spectral characteristics of ideal absorber
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For domestic water heaters i t turns out that heat conduction to surroundings

at temperature T^ is the dominant loss mechanism and the above equation

becomes

H = aPA - b(T - T )
1 :• a

where b is the loss coefficient. The collector efficiency can be expressed

as

r. = H = aA - b <T - Ta)

and so is a function of T, T and P.
9

U.2 Electrical Conversion

There are a number of ways to use solar energy for electricity

production.

a) Thcrrul systems

Steam may be produced using high temperature solar collectors to

drive turbogenerators with estimated solar-to-electrical conversion efficiencies

of 20-30%. A collection area of about 10 square miles would be required to

support a 1000 MW power plant. The estimated cost of electricity obtained is

about double present day costs. The NSF/NASA report suggests there are no

technical limitations. Focussing devices and selective solar absorbers would

be required to supply high temperature steam together with a thermal or

chemical store capable of sustaining the generators over several sunless

days. Solar power generation might be used even without storage for standby

applications to conserve fuel when the sun shines.

Note that heat transfer from the large solar collecting areas to

central boilers/generators will be necessary. Proposals have been optimistic

but no experiments have been designed. Possibly a better approach might be

through fuel farming and conventional stations.

b) Direct Photovoltaic Conversion

Suitably doped P-N semiconductor junctions can be made to develop
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small potentials when irradiated with visible light. For a single silicon

junction, this emf is about 0.6 volt but series connection of several provides

a larger potential which can drive a direct current through a load. Systems

operating on this principle have been developed for space satellite applications

but are too expensive at present for large scale terrestrial use (about $30

per watt). Silicon itself is the second most abundant element in the earth's

crust and can be produced cheaply at high purity. The practical efficiency is

about 10%. The high cost of cells arises from the process used to prepare the

single-crystal junctions. Development of new techniques is underway and is

expected to reduce costs by at least a factor of 10. A reduction by a factor

of 100 would make photovoltaic conversion an economic proposition.

Thin film Cu S - CdS ("cadmium sulphide") junction cells as well as

some intenaetallic compounds (e.g. GaAs) also show some promise for large

scale conversion but have low efficiencies and degrade rapidly. Development

of some organic semiconductors is in progress following the discovery of a

photovoltaic effect accompanying photosynthesis in plants.

Storage of the electricity may be accomplished through electrolytic

production of hydrogen and subsequent reconversion by fuel cells or by means of

batteries but both methods are expensive presently.

c) Direct Thermoelectric conversion

A temperature difference, set up between the junctions of two

different metals forming a closed loop will generate an emf and hence a

current in the loop (Seebeck effect). Solar heat may be used to maintain

the temperature difference. Although the optimum design and materials

requirements for this type of converter have been stringent, recent

developments in Australia promise to reduce costs and improve efficiency.

At 10% conversion efficiency and 20% duty cycle (allowing for solar

variability) a land area about 17 miles square could supply Australia's

present electrical needs.
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In the light of large scale centralized generating stations,

however, both direct electrical conversion techniques suffer from a common

problem. They deliver low voltage direct current which is uneconomic to

transport over large distances at required power levels. A possible solution

to this problem may be achieved via the proposed "hydrogen economy". In this

scheme, the photovoltaic or thermoelectric currents may be used to electrolyze

water. The hydrogen thus produced is then transported to the consumer

(via pipelines or in liquefied form) where it is either burned directly or,

if necessary, converted to electrical energy through the medium of a fuel

cell. The only byproduct is pure water which is consumable and ecologically

desirable.

A somewhat more favourable prognosis has been made for consumer-

sized on-site direct electrical conversion. This concept avoids transmission

and distribution losses. In this way the distribution of solar energy matches

more closely the consumption pattern. Integrated systems which use waste

heat from the conversion devices to supply hot water and air conditioning

are possible. Technical feasibility has been proven in space applications.

It does not seem that in the next few decades there will be any

substantial solai-electric contribution to Australia's energy requirements,

particularly since coal for thermal power stations seems assured. Small

scale communications applications will however find a place. The cost of

solar cells will undoubtedly drop as production methods improve and sales

volume increases.

From an environmental viewpoint, direct electrical conversion is

most acceptable. There are no gaseous, liquid or particulate wastes and

the possible need for cooling water can be used to advantage. The direct

electrical conversion is attractive also because there are no moving parts

or fluids. Continued research is being strongly encouraged.
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4.3 Biological Conversion

Photosynthetlc conversion of solar energy into plant materials ia an

important method of collecting and storing solar energy and is the origin of

our fossil fuel supply. Some plant processes are capable of directly producing

fuels such as hydrogen. Organic wastes from industry, packaging, animal

manures and sewage may also be used to provide very significant contributions

to the nation's energy needs. Organic materials either may be burned directly

or may be converted into more concentrated forms with higher heat content. By

utilizing the energy from these sources one does not alter global concentrations

of carbon dioxide and oxygen. This fact represents a significant advantage over

burning fossil fuels although some other gaseous and particulate polutants may

still be produced in small quantities.

It has been estimated that wastes from current wheat, sugarcane, and

forest crops together with urban wastes could supply about 25% of Australia's

total energy needs at present. Some measures along these lines have been taken

in sugar mills where bagasse is readily available. Recycling of wastes in this

way ameliorates disposal problems, particularly in urban areas. Power production

from combustion or urban wastes is already practised in Europe on a commercial

basis.

The cultivation of crops for fuel purposes has received some attention

in recent years. Growth rates for various plants under different climatic

conditions have been investigated as has the photosynthetic process itself.

Some tropical grasses including sugar cane which fix carbon dioxide via the

C,-pathway seem to promise the highest yields.

The process of photosynthetic conversion of solar energy to heat of

combustion of cellulose varies considerably in efficiency for various crops

but long-term average efficiencies are unlikely to exceed about 1%. At this

rate of plant growth a land area of 5 x 10 hectares would provide perpetually

an energy reservoir equivalent to Australia's current annual energy consumption.
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This area amounts to one-third of current crop area or one-quarter of

productive forest but only 4% of total forest area and less than 1% of

Australia's land.

Questions of crop and forest management, recycling of fertilizers

and of land usage need investigation. The development of power plants

surrounded by fuel farms has been proposed. Some algae and water plants

have high yields and integrated systems of sewage treatment and fuel

production may be possible.

The main problems confronting the usage cf plant materials and

wastes as energy sources are of an economic nature. No major technical

difficulties are foreseen. Large areas of land will be necessary for

cropping. Collection and transportation of fuels will be costly and energy

consuming. Also, the variable composition and bulk of materials may make

large scale usage difficult.

a) Direct methods.

Plant materials and animal wastes have been used as fuels for

centuries. Due to their relatively high water content (~45%) some drying

process must precede their use in order for the combustion to be self-

sustaining. On a large scale, since these fuels have roughly only about

one half the heating value of coal, problems of collection, processing,

delivery and storage present economic barriers. Due to our large coal

reserves and the relatively low cost of mining and transporting coal, i t

is not envisaged that these materials will be used as fuels for major power

stations in the foraeeable future. Such an attitude , however, ignores the

environmental disadvantages of coal burning power stations which release, in

addition to particulate matter, somewhat more radioactivity than a fission

reactor power plant. Also, coal has intrinsic value as a raw material in

chemical Industries.

Biological photolysis of water by plants and algae to produce hydrogen

and oxygen has been demonstrated at the laboratory level. The reaction
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involves the enzyme hydrogenase as a catalyst in the reduction of hydrogen ions

to molecular hydrogen. This enzyme is unstable in the presence of oxygen and

research to overcome this problem is necessary. Direct hydrogen production and

its subsequent use as a fuel or in a fuel cell is a very attractive proposition

environmentally. Although this proposal is still somewhat speculative recent

developments show promise,

b) Conversion of Organic Matcri-als to Fuel

For many purposes, mainly transportation, the reconversion of plant

materials to more concentrated liquid fuels is necessary or desirable. This

can be achieved in several ways with good efficiency (-50%). The method of

conversion is dictated by the physical nature of the material.

Fermentation in the absence of oxygen is suitable for materials with

high water content. Methane is evolved in large quantities together with

carbon dioxide and can be readily purified and compressed. About 60-80% of

the heating value of the original materials can be recovered as methane in

this way. The process is attractive because it occurs at normal temperatures

and pressures but these factors result in slow reaction and consequently large

plants. Fermentation also pollutes large quantities of water which must then

be treated. Fuel produced in this way is probably economically competitive in

countries which import liquefied natural gas. Many sewage treatment plants at

present produce enough methane to be energetically self supporting. Moreover,

since their primary goal is solids reduction and not fuel production, improvements

in quantity and efficiency seem certainly possible.

In addition to methane, other fuels can be produced by fermentation.

Certain bacteria produce hydrogen under anaerobic conditions. Since hydrogen

can form the basis of a nearly ideal energy economy this process is attractive.

Alcohols form good fuels and result from the fermentation of sugars which can

°e produced either naturally or from the hydrolysis of starch and cellulose.

They may become cost competitive fuels as oil prices rise.
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Pyrolysis of dry organ!" matter at temperatures of 500°C to 900°C

can also produce both liquid and gaseous fuels. In this process the raw

materials undergo destructive distillation in the absence of oxygen. Wood

by-products such as methanol, turpentine and acetic acid have long been

produced in this way. Pyrolysis can also handle plastics and rubber and

so aids in disposal of these difficult wastes. Gases oils and charcoal-like

solids result. All may be used as fuels. About 60% of the heat value of

the original matter can be recovered. Feasibility of this scheme has been

demonstrated by a pilot plant consuming 4 tonnes of urban waste per day.

With plants designed to utilize grown crops better yields and efficiencies

may result. It is estimated that a 2000 tonne/day pyrolysis plant would

recover operating costs from sale of fuel produced.

The process of chemical reduction can be applied to organic

materials to partially convert them to oils under high temperature

(300-400°C) and high pressure (14-28 MPa) in the presence of water, carbon

monoxide and a catalyst. This scheme converts about 40% of the heat val,ue

to oils. Laboratory feasibility has been demonstrated and there seems to

be no technical bar to pilot plant construction.

A comparison of the above three processes is given in Table III.

The mild operating conditions favour fermentation but slow reaction rates

result.

4.4 Other Solar Energy Conversion Schemes

a) Solace Energy from Space

A satellite in synchronous orbit around the earth receives solar

energy for nearly 24 hours daily and about 6-10 times the quantity available

on earth. The power generated by large orbitting photovoltaic panels, after

conversion to microwaves, could be beamed to earth where reconversion to

electricity would take place. At the optimum microwave frequency of 3GHz

and a transmitting antenna 1 Km in diameter near-continuous power could be

transmitted at an efficiency of 55-75%. It has been suggested that the
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TABLE H I

Comparison of Methods for Conversion of Solid Y<astes to Clean
Fuel

Process requirements

Form of feed

Temperature

Pressure

Agitation

Other

Form of product

Yield (percent
of original
material)

Heating value

Percent of original
heat content re -
covered in product
(assume 8,000 BTU/

lb. dry waste)

• All of gas and 1/3

Chemical reduction

Aqueous slurry
(15% solids)

320°-3S0°C
2,000-5,000 psi

Vigorous
agitation

Uses CO

Oil

23%

15,000 BTU/lb.

37%
(corrected for CO
use)

65% anticipated

Pyrolysis

Dried waste

500°-900°C

Atmospheric

None

None

Oil and Char

40% o i l ;
20% char

12,000BTU/lb.
oil*

9,000BTU/lb.
char*

82%
(60% i f char
not included)

of char used tn supply heat .

Fermentation

Aqueous slurry
(3-20% solids)

20°-50°C

Atmospheric

Slight

None

Gas

20%-26%
(maximum)

23,800 BTU/lb.

60%
(77% maximum)

32 Km2 area of solar cells(to provide lO^MW power) could be orbitted in sections

by some 1000 space shuttle flights. While the proposal sounds somewhat fantastic

the feasibility exists and design studies are being considered seriously.

b) Wind Energy

Consumer sized windmill installations to supply local electrical demands

have been marketed for many years. Their capacity is several kilowatts per unit



at a coat of about $1000 per kilowatt. In 1915 100 MW of electricity was

generated in this way in Denmark. Storage of the intermittent wind power

could be effected by electrolytically producing hydrogen or by pumping water

to a higher level to supply the pressure "head" for driving hydraulic

turbines. Battery storage of dc electricity is economically unacceptable.

Prelitnlnary steadies in the U.S. show that windpower coupled with hydrogen

storage may be cost competitive with conventional electricity sources. The

obvious limitation of wind availability restricts the application of the

concept to "select" areas. The total contribution to national energy

requirements will be small though possibly locally significant.

c) Po;.\:r from ; . V S H They-ial C-vcdit-r.ts

The ocean surface between the tropics absorbs an enormous quantity

of solar energy and may be regarded as an infinite heat sink at about 30°C.

Directly below, at a depth of as l i t t l e as 300m, is a similar cold reservoir

at about 5 C. This temperature gradient, maintained by the solar-driven

ocean circulation, can be used at a thermodynamic efficiency of a few (- 5)

percent to provide energy, although the overall efficiency would be about

2%. Working systems have been operated in the waters off Cuba (22Kw) and

West Africa.

The basis of the system is the so-called Claude cycle. Warm surface

water or an intermediate fluid is flash evaporated at the surface temperature

and then passes down through a turbine to a condenser at the lower level

temperature. The unit could be in the form of a vertical column about

100 m in depth. In 1929 a 22KW station was successful. Current estimates

predict economic feasibility and the potential for supplying al l the

electrical/fuel needs of countries bordering tropical waters. Transmission

of power would almost certainly be via electrolytically produced hydrogen.

Possible advantages of this scheme include the enrichment of surface

waters by nutrients pumped up from the depths to the surface photic zone.

This system is being seriously considered in conjunction with mariculture

programmes.
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5. Summary

Solar energy holds the potential to supply all of a nation's energy

needs and so relieve demands on fossil fuels and reduce environmental pollution.

In the short term at least some of these needs should be met. To achieve this

goal may need some revision of our attitudes towards energy sources and distribution

and towards wastage of energy and materials. Considerable research and

development will be required particularly in the following areas: economics

of systems; production and marketing; crop management; materials and process

development; building design. The substantial advantages of solar energy over

other forms means that development programmes certainly deserve high priority

in the coining decade. Many scientists and engineers feel that if government

support could be raised to levels comparable to that given the fission and fusion

programmes then solar energy would yield a viable and attractive solution to our

energy demands without many of the pollution and other problems that beset the

fission and particularly the fast breeder reactor.

It has been suggested that by 2000AD in Australia solar energy could

provide 1018 J/yr as low/medium grade heat and another 1018J/yr in the form of

synthetic fuels. This would represent 25% of projected needs - a substantial

contribution. To achieve this goal would cost ""$25 x 109 and would return

~$3 x 109 per year in cost of fuel saved. The reward seems worth pursuing.

Table IV summarizes some of the research and development requirements

necessary for a viable solar energy programme. Table V lists some of the

impacts to be expected.
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TABLE IV

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENTS

HEAT - low grade

- hot water systems exist
- development of air conditioning and integrated systems
- storage (rock, water)

- medium grade

- improvement and optimization of absorbers and surfaces

- storage

• high grade

- development of durable economic selective surfaces
- development of long life collection and tracking systems
- heat transfer systems (~10Q meters)
- storage (liquid metals, eutectic mixtures, hygroscopic salts)

ELECTRICITY - turboelectric (high grade heat)

- collection; heat transfer; storage systems

- photovoltaic

- low cost; long l i f e , stable c e l l s ; storage

- new techniques for crystal growth

" thermoelectric

- development of cheap materials with high o , . but
low a ... .

thermal
- fuel cel ls

- development of economic systems

FUELS - development of efficient, economic growth, harvesting and transport
systems for plant and waste materials

- fertilizer recycling

- integrated approach to food, timber, fuel needs

- fermentation

- development of stable enzymes fo r hydrogen production
-• comparative studies of processes and products in large scale

plants

. - pyroiysis and chemical reduction

- economics o f raw materials feed systems and yields
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TABLE V

IMPACT OF SOLAR ENERGY UTILIZATION

GENERAL

HEAT

ELECTRICITY

FUELS

WIND POWER

- relief on demand for fossil fuels; no environmental scarring

- low grade for domestic hot water £ air conditioning

- architectural/visual/legal
" high demand for copper unless alternative panel materials

(e.g. Al) are developed.

- medium grade heat for industrial hot water & low pressure steam

- same as above

- selective coating materials for absorbing surfaces

- high grade heat for industrial processing £ turboelectric generation

- demand for components of collection systems (mirrors, lenses)
- demand for absorbing materials (copper)
- demand for selective coatings
- large col lect ion areas required.

- materials demand for thermoelectric, photoelectric, and fuel cells
(copper, platinum, s i l i con , semiconductor crystals)

- large collection areas required

- architectural/visual

" need for cooling water

- alleviation of waste disposal problems

- large crcp areas

- recycling of fertilizers

- low environmental pollution (fuel cells, alcohol)

- fermentation

- large treatment plants
- large quantities of polluted water

- pyrolysis

- waste disposal

- chemical reduction

- waste disposal

- hydrogen fuel - possible ultimate fuel

- combustion
- fuel cell

. - unassessed effect on climate and local ecology

OCEAN THERMAL - unassessed

- probably beneficial in raising nutrients to warm photic zone where
marine life can flourish.
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THE COLLECTION AND CONVERSION OF SOLAR ENERGY

E.L. Murray

The task of providing the second chapter in our story of Solar

Energy la in some wav« easier than for the previous chapter. In that paper,

the aim was to provide a balanced overall picture of the place of solar

energy in our society. Here I intend no 9uch broad coverage, instead we

will look at only a fev isolated aspects to discover what physics controls

the desired perfortnance.

Before proceeding however, I wish to put some aspects of our energy

requirements into perspective. If we consider again Figure 2 of Professor

Brennan's paper (page A) we see a plot of the commercial consumption and the

gross national product for a number of countries. We have learnt to expect

to find the U.S.A. in its position at the top of the plot but now I want to

look a little further down the plot at the three points representing the

U.K. , Australia and New Zealand. These three points are interesting in that

they have a very similar G.N.P. per capita and yet differ from their neighbour

by nearly a factor of two in energy consumption. Since these countries have

a similar "way of life", it is useful to consider them for a moment and to

find reasons for the difference in energy consumption.

We might note that England has some reputation for heavy industry, in

the area of naval, civil and electrical engineering. In contrast New Zealand

is certainly deficient in these areas and Australia lies somewhere in between

these extremes. If one visits England and New Zealand, one is able to find

similar differences at a much more everyday level. New Zealand, in spite of

its lower energy demands does attempt to be as self sufficient as possible and

frowns on unnecessary imports.

In travelling around the country we can find many examples of

alternative, less energy intensive, methods of production being used. Thus

we find extensive use of timber products where we in Australia would use
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steel. The farmer uses wood for his yards and fencing where we make more use

of steel; timber bridges are more common and timber is more extensively used in

housing.

Looking in the other direction to the U.K. the picture of the higher

level of industrialization is all too evident, even depressing, but in more

general areas we find a higher use of energy in many places. Country roads often

have illuminated signs at intersections and the extensive fast inteicity rail

system needs energy to run.

What can we infer from this significant difference in the energy demands

made by these three countries? Perhaps we would expect that a higher energy

consumption should be reflected in the "standard of living". The distinction

on this level is nebulous and no clear cut grading can be made. It might even

be ordered in the wrong direction! In the case of energy demands we simply have

to "balance the budget" and if the scales are tipped adversely then we can either

find more energy or reduce the consumption or demand. By considering the example

of the U.K. , Australia and New Zealand it seems that if properly managed we can

cut our energy consumption by quite a large factor without seriously endangering

our "way of life".

Much remains to be saved if we look at our energy not only in terms of

the end usage, but also as a consumption of basic resources. Not all methods

of producing the final form of energy are equally efficient. The point has been

made that domestic hot water is produced inefficiently in the home if we use

natural gas in a central power station to produce steam, and then electricity,

which is distributed with further loss in the wiring to the individual hot

water systems. Although estimates put this system at less than half the

efficiency of direct heating by natural gas in the individual homes, we at

present readily accept this inefficient form of energy use. Should we be so

extravagant? Is it reasonable to look for new energy sources when we can "balance

the budget" simply in other ways?
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Have I just demolished the case for the need of solar energy? I

think not - it is just an example of the complete integration of our resources

which is possible if we look carefully at the overall energy industry. When

one includes solar energy in the overall picture we cannot but be impressed

by the total flux of solar energy available on the earth's surface. In the

mood of the above paragraph - can we reasonablv ignore this resource?

So now to solar energy. Dr. Phillips has tabulated some of the key

properties of the sun as an energy resource. To summarize the parameters

which are important to our present discussion, we find from lable II (Page

130) that solar radiation provides an energy supply which, although irregular

due to the passage of nights, clouds and other cyclic phenomena, averages

about 5 x 10 joules per annum over the Australian subcontinent. This

corresponds to a power, averaged over the year of 200 watts per square metre.

The spectral distribution of this radiation is given on page 131 (Figure I)

and on a clear day about 1 kWm2 is the level of maximum radiation falling

on a surface normal to the sun's rays. In this situation about 80% is direct

radiation and the remainder is light scattered from the sky. Wher. haze or

cloud is present the total radiation falls and the scattered component becomes

more important. Thus, in systems where we focus or concentrate the sun's

rays it is important to remember that only the direct component is usefully

concentrated. Because of the finite angular size of the sun (about half a

degree) we cannot concentrate the solar radiation indefinitely. Usually

however this last point is not a limiting factor. Again, from the spectral

distribution given on page 131 we can see that, as a rough guide, most of the

solar radiation on the ground is in the wavelength range from 0.3 vim in the

near UV to 2 or 2.5 urn in the IR. About half of this radiation is in the

visible from 0.4 to 0.7 urn.

Even without the fluctuations due to clouds and other obstructions,

there will be a diurnal change due to the added atmospheric absorption when

the sun's rays are oblique. Thus in Figure 1 we have the results of actual

measurements made at Flinders University for the morning of September 28, 1973.
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The curve is similar for the afternoon and we see from the total radiation curve

(curve I) that we might approximate by assuming that the useful radiation occurs

between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. Little useful radiation occurs outside of this period.

This measurement is made normal to the sun's beam - at other angles we must

introduce a cosine factor which corrects for the obliqueness of the rays incident

on the collector. Thus the curve for a horizontal flat plate shows a considerable

drop in collected radiation. Here we might reduce the effective collecting times

to something closer to 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. This is the price that we must pay for a

simple fixed horizontal installation. Note the effect of the cosine factor at

noon - the sun is not directly overhead at this time so we would get a better

performance for a fixed collector if the plate were inclined so that it was more

nearly normal to the sun's rays at some time during the day.

Another piece of information that we need is therefore the position of

the sun during the day. Figure 2 is one of the available plots for the

calculation of sunshine and shade in Australia. This plot, for the latitude of

Adelaide gives the bearing and altitude of the sun through the year. The time
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Latitude 35 S

T!w centre of the diagram represents the observer1 a position. The lieavy

curved l ines pepreaent the sun1 a path for selected datea and latitudes,

•nd »re crossed by linea Indicating hours. To find the sun's poaltlon for

the required conditions! select the point There the appropriate lines

Intersect. The nun's altitude {in degrees above the horizontal plane) la

shown by the relation of this point to the conoentrlc circular lines within

the diagram. The direction of the aun'a rays Is shown by a line drswn

through thlo point from the outer graduated circle towards the centre.
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used in the diagram is a mean sun time which differs from actual clock time in

a number of minor ways. Thus no allowance is made for the "summer time"

correction, the difference between the longitude of Adelaide and the time

meridian (142*5 E) and the solar equation of time. The largest total correction

factor may actually exceed an hour but it makes no difference to our general

planning or this discussion since the correction does not change significantly

over a day and we are only concerned here with the path of the sun on a given

day. We should note a few general points from the plot. Thus in summer,

although the sun rises and sets well to the south of an eaat-west line it is

always in the northern sector at noon and in winter the feature which often

surprises people is the extreme northern nature of the sun's path. Thus, in

particular,people are often surprised to see that during the mid-winter period

the sun only barely lifts 30 degrees from the northern horizon.

Figures 3 and 4 provide the last pieces of the information which we shall

need. These figures provide contours for the global radiation distribution over

Australia during summer and winter respectively. The contours give the energy

input, or insolation, measured in watts per square metre averaged over 24 hours.

We note that during summer there is surprisingly little variation over the whole

continent with even Tasmania on an equal footing with the "hot" centre of

Australia. The tropics tend to have lower solar insolation figures than we might

expect because of the summer cloud cover. In winter we do find a two to one

variation across Australia with no particular surprises in the detailed

distribution. For Adelaide, therefore, the average daily power levels vary

from 280 w.m~2 down to 120 w.m"2.

Having collected as much information as we need to understand the source

of the energy we will now look at the absorbers or collectors to see where losses

and inefficiencies creep in. Again we carry out the simple exercise of balancing

the effective heat energy input with the sum of the useful output and the losses.

If we have a good system then we find that there is a useful amount of energy

which can be removed for external use. In other cases we find that the various

inefficiencies and losses have eaten away most of our potential source and what

little energy is produced could not be accepted economically.
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HGURE 3 Global r.nli.uion tlislriiuilkm (summer). The conluuis show the cncrg> input
(W in-') averaged over 24 hours.

FIGURE 4- Global radiation distribution (winter). (Contours as in Figure 3 )
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The level of heat losses from the solar collector can be estimated from

Figure 5. In this figure is plotted the radiative losses from a hot plate of

temperature T ° C It is assumed that the plate is a perfect black body and the

figures are quoted for the energy losses from one side to surroundings which are

assumed to be at a temperature of 27 C (300 K).

We see that at a temperature of about 120°C the flat plate will radiate

about 1 Kw.m 2 to its surroundings. Since this is the maximum value of solar

flux we see that this is the highest temperature which a black flat plate

absorber could be expected to reach. It is the limiting case where everything

is radiated away as losses and no useful output is possible.

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400

Temperature °C

Figure 5. Radiation losses from a black body flat plate.
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Figure 6. Black body radiation loss
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Since these losses are to assume such an importance in real systems

we should look at the nature of the radiative losses. Figure 6 here, and

also Figure 2 (a) of Dr. Phi l l ips ' paper (page 134) plot the radiation

spectrum of a black body at a chosen temperature. At this stage in the

planning for the use of solar energy 100°C or 300°C are typical temperatures

considered with 500°C reserved for some stage in the distant future. We see

then that the radiation is mainly at wavelengths far longer than 2 ym. This

is expecially true for the lower temperatures. Note also that the sun's

radiation (Figures 1 and 2(a) of Dr. Ph i l l ips ' paper) can be considered as

being due to a 6000°K black body and we see that very l i t t l e of this incoming

radiation i s in the wavelength region above 2 or 2.5 ym.
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Now let us put all the basic facts together and see just what is

practical and what is impractical. Firstly a simple black flat plate will not

produce very much useful output because of the high level of heat loss at any

reasonable temperature. It is at this point that we introduce the concept of

a "selective surface". It is well known that a surface which is a good absorber

is also a good radiator and similarly that a poor absorber (a good reflector)

is a poor radiator. This elementary statement refers to a fixed band of

wavelengths and it is in this region that we can seek an improved absorbing

surface. Recall that the wavelength ranges for solar input and wasteful

radiation do not significantly overlap. We can nominate 2 or 2.5 Urn as the

boundary between heat input and heat loss. A lot of effort in solar energy

research is going into the production of surfaces which have a high absorbance,

a, in the visible region and up to 2.5 pm but then as rapidly as possible become

poor absorbers with the consequent low value for the emissivity, e, in the

infrared region beyond 2.5 urn. A useful figure of merit for a surface is the

ratio a/e. We must remember that this is obtained by taking the effective a

in the visible region and the effective e in the far infrared region. No very

clear convention has yet been established as to the exact regions to consider

although most workers quote the e value as being the effective emissivity for

a black body of a certain temperature. Whether they take this temperature as

100 C, 300 C or even higher, depends on their own area of interest and some

confusion exists in published data because of this variation.

The information contained in our Figure 5 can be simply rescaled if

we have values other than a/e equal to unity. The term "perfect black body"

implies both a = 1 and a/e = 1 but let us briefly consider what happens to a

hypothetical flat plate absorber with a •= 0.75 and e = 0.25, i.e. a/e - 3.0.

Since the absorbance is less than perfect, the maximum solar input energy is

reduced from 1 Kw.m 2 to 0.75 Kw.m z and this represents the effective solar

input to the plate. The heat losses plus the useful heat output must balance

this. If heat losses are mainly radiative then the heat loss curve at each

temperature point will be at a value 25% that given in Figure 5. Thus by

rescaling the heat loss curve we find that it will equal the level of the

reduced input of 0.75 Kw.m"2 at a temperature of about 220°C. If this were
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the only loss mechanism then such a surface could not operate above 220°C.

Any other loss mechanism such as conduction or convection exist and the

limiting temperature would be even lower. To this add the need to remove

a reasonable percentage of the heat input as useful output energy and the

maximum useful operating temperature is even lower.

From this simple example we see that the curve of Figure 5 can be

simply rescaled to suit any situation which we wish to discuss. Also, we

can see what we must do to reach high temperatures. One way is to increase

the a/e ratio. We naturally assume that we must also have a high value of

a and another thing that is almost mandatory if we wish to reach high

temperatures is to concentrate the solar flux in some way so that we have

a heat input of more than 1 Kw.m 2 on the collecting surface.

Thus if we concentrate the flux by a factor of 10, using mirrors

or a lens, then the limiting heat losses could rise as high as 10 Kw.m z.

Unfortunately the other non-radiative forms of heat loss will also rise and

they must also be added into the heat balance equation. However, we see

that in this situation and even with only a moderate value for a/e there is

the possibility of operation at rather interesting and useful temperatures.

In the laboratory, the preparation of high value a/e surfaces is

not difficult but if we contemplate a large area of surface exposed to the

sun, the weather and other outside influences, then most are too expensive

and will in any case rapidly degrade with weathering. In addition they may

not be suitable for prolonged operation at high temperatures. One of the

main areas of research is to fin'3: cheap, durable surfaces which can operate

at elevated temperatures.

The other area, that of the concentration of the solar flux has been

has been well explored theoretically and remaining problem is to choose a

practical system which will have a long service life for a low initial cost.

Plastic moulded"Fresnel" lenses such as those used in the condenser "plate"

of overhead projectors is one possibility. The durability of most plastics
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is not good when exposed to the ultraviolet light component of the aun and

frequent replacement seems likely for any plastic component. Perhaps it would

be better to mould the desired shape in more durable glass with the much higher

cost being balanced by a significantly longer lifetime.

It seems likely that mirror systems will be the most satisfactory

solution to the concentration problem. We can use either circular or cylindrical

parabolic mirrors or even an array of flat mirror segments. Indeed in many ways

the flat segment system is very convenient. Thus if we are considering

concentration factor of 10, then 10 flat plate mirrors, with their outputs

all directed on to the same absorbing plate is a simple straightforward system.

Indeed if a simple demonstration is needed for a group, say of students,

then each person needs a mirror about a foot square and each person is required

to direct his own contribution onto the target area. This might be a blackened

container to heat water or if sufficient mirrors are available it is possible

to demonstrate solar cooking of food. The target area is quite a danger zone

in such a demonstration and care and discipline arc needed to avoid any

accidents, especially to the eyes of those present.

As a convenient test and research facility, old searchlight mirrors

have been favoured and make excellent concentrators. They give very high

temperatures at the focus and for example our 3 foot mirror will immediately

vapourise thin steel sheet, such as used in food cans, if it is placed at the

focus of the sun's beam. By operating away from the focus a lesser degree of

concentration is possible and we have a useful degree of flexibility for test

purposes. As one disadvantage of this system, there is the need to provide a

relatively expensive mounting system with an accurate sun tracking drive system.

If contemplated for use on a large scale with multiple circular collectors then

the system does not use the available space (and therefore the available energy)

as efficiently as does the rectangular trough mirror systems.

As well as utilizing the space more efficiently, the parabolic trough

has some advantages in that simple tracking systems are possible. Figure 7
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indicates how the pafabSlic trough collects energy coming from directions

indicated by the plane of collection and brings them to a focus somewhere

along a line which is called the line of focus. Thus, unlike the circular

mirror which only focuses satisfactorily for one direction, this trough

will operate reasonably for oblique rays whose directions lie in the plane

of collection.

Academically the most perfect mounting system is shown in Figure 8.

The axis of the system is inclined at angle equal to the latitude of the.

station so that the axis points to the south celestial pole in the sky emd

the trough is rotated so that the plane of collection tracks the sun in its

daily passage across the sky. The full collecting area of the trough is

always normal to the sun's rays and a maximum efficiency can be expected.

Again it has some of the disadvantages of the circular system in that an

accurate drive system is needed.

From a practical point of view where a lower efficiency might be

accepted if the complexity is much less, the nearly fixed array of Figure 9

seems likely to gain acceptance. In this simple form the line of focus is

laid east-west and the plane of collection is inclined to the north by

tilting the trough so as to get the best average collection over a day.

This inclination varies with the season and so we will probably wish to

vary it as the seasons progress. This is the only adjustment necessary

and is, overall, a very simple system to build and install. Thus a 1 x 2

metre sheet of polished metal such as aluminium or stainless steel provides

a practical working system for test purposes. Even smaller systems may be

used to demonstrate the operation.

The price that one pays for this simple installation is that during

the early morning and the late afternoon the collection efficiency falls off

dramatically due to the cosine factor which reduces the effective heat input

per unit of area of the trough. Also the rays coming in obliquely from one

end of the plane of collection will be focussed at points obliquely out at

the other end of the line of focus. Thus some of the focussed energy may miss

the heat collection pipe which may not extend past the end of the trough.

Again some compromise is needed in a practical design.
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As I indicated at the beginning of this paper I have not felt

constrained to treat the subject exhaustively and I leave it now as an open

ended discussion of some points of Interest. Indeed this is rather appropriate

for solar energy since many aspects still remain to be investigated and

theoretical perfection needs to be matched with practical reality.

I leave you with my personal views as to the future of solar energy.

I do not visualise hundreds of square kilometres of solar collectors appearing

in massive arrays at any time in the future which we will see, but the

production of hot water suitable for domestic use is now practical with

only small calls for extra boosting in cloudy periods. Economic advantage

for the individual householder now only depends on the negotiation of a more

sympathetic rate for the booster electricity when needed. Other applications

for slightly higher grade heat are clearly possible in the near future and

should be encouraged. The production of systems to provide most of the

energy needed for a house or small groups of houses should be our next

aiming point. I think that the pastoral stations of the Australian outback

represent the ideal model of a location where such units would be very welcome.
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APPENDIX

A SELECTION OF FILMS ON THE ENERGY INDUSTRY

During the Summer School a number of s c i e n t i f i c f i l irs were shown.

Their subject matter r e l a t ed in some way to the theme of energy and fur ther

information on then i s given below.

Open University films

Each of 25-30 minutes duration and ava i lab le for purchase or previewing from

Hol t , Rinehart and Winston (Aust.) Pty. Ltd.

S.A. Office: 40 Sunbeam Road

Croydon Park. 5008

Telephone 46-5353 (Mr. Rob. Wilson)

Films from the Technology s e r i e s :

( i ) T100/01 Di f f i cu l t Decisions (Colour)

A film on the Central E l e c t r i c i t y Generating Board (U.K.) which

discusses the facts to be considered in s i t i n g a new power s t a t i o n .

( i i ) T100/20 Energy Conversion (B & W)

Outlines the power cycle of a coal f ired power s t a t i o n , focussing

on the pressure/volume cycle of the water substance between b o i l e r ,

turbine and condenser.

(A ful l range of films to support the Open Univers i ty course i n Science

is also available.)

Films from the National Film Collection, Canberra

(i i i ) Energetically yours. 13 minutes (Colour)

[Standard Oil (New Jersey) 1958]

A colour cartoon by Ronald Searle which traces man's search for sources

of energy to help him in his daily life. It tel ls of our need and use

of energy since primitive times - from fire, through coal and oil to the

atom.
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Fusion. 31 minutes (B 6 W)

[BBC 1965 (Research Report Series)]

Discusses hydrogen-helium nuclear fusion as a power source and

describes briefly the research done on the problem, showing some

experimental devices for creating the temperatures of millions

of degrees required.

(v) Unrivalled N'uclear Resources. 11 minutes (Colour)

[U.K.A.E.A. 1965]

A brief survey of the Authority's nuclear reactors and associated

operations.

(vi) Reprocessing Nuclear Fuel. 19 minutes (Colour)

[U.K.A.E.A. 1964]

Describes the treatment of used nuclear fuel elements at the

Authority's Windscale Works, separating plutonium and other

fission products.

Films from the Australian Atomic Energy Commission Research Establishment,

Lucas Heights

Requests for loan of these films should be trade to:

Public Relations Office, A.A.E.C.R.E.,

Private Mail Bag,

Sutherland. N.S.W. 2232

(vii) New Neighbours

(viii) Criticality

(ix) Introduction to Atomic and Nuclear Engineering


